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sisong Arcbibong
igeria
Favorite movie... Doctor Strange
Favorite song. .. Panda by Desiigner
Favorite Subiaco memory• . . Spencer Penton's birthday surprise for Aaron Hebert.
10 years from now I'll be... a pharmacist, hopefully.

Songffuan Chen
Qingdao, China
Favorite movie.•. The Fast and Furious
If I could marry any celebrity .. . The girl I loved, because I'd love her.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow .•. Keep working bard and show senior
leadership.
Favorite teacher ... Br. Joe because he is so nice and kind.
At our 20 year reunion, I'IJ be most intrigued to see•. . our classmates get married
and have children.

Dave Bolt
Rogers,AR
Favorite song. .. Mama Said by Lukas Graham

If I could marry any celebrity••. Jennifer Lawrence because she is the most downto-eanh celebrity there is.

Advice to the seniors of tomorrow . . . Don't waste any ti me; you only have a few years
to make as many memories as you can.
Favorite teacher ... Br.Dominic. because he taught me how to play piano, sing. and
talk like I'm from "Nawlins."
Best Subiaco Memory. . . working camp with Zach and Aaron and doing all kinds of
stupid stuff.

Aaron Brooks
Troy,IL
Favorite movie. .. Benchwanners
If I could marry any celebrity • . . Megan Fox, because why not?
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ... lt goes quickly. Be sure to make good frie nds
and better memories.
Favorite teacher. .. Coach Devine, because of Spongebob.
At our 20 year reunion, I'll be most intrigued to see• • . how many Asians are there.
10 years from now I'll be.. . an alhletic trainer.
One word to describe my senior year... Memorable. There is no need to explain
why.

Callum Bruton

Fort Smith, AR
Favorite Movie. . . Hot Fuzz
Favorite Song... Lear or Chaos by Insane
If I could marry any celebrity ... Scarlett Johansson because her portrayal of

Motoko Kusanagi in the new Ghost in the Shell movie is brilliant.
Favorite Teacher. . . Mr. Kinney because of the relaxed classroom environment and
being able to get a fee l for how people are doing and using that to assign the right
amount of homework.
10 years from now I'll be .• • graduated fro m college and on a good career path.
One word to describe my senior year. . . hectic because of needing to balance my
honors classes with my morning drive.
Before I die I want to . .• I want to travel around the world.

Jesus Calvillo
Fort Smith, AR
Favorite movie... Monty Python and the Holy Grail
Best Subiaco memory .. . Seeing the Putnam twins engage in gladitorial combat.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow... Don't take 5 AP classes.
Favorite teacher... Mr. Kinney for being eternally chill.
10 years from now . .. I'll be an aerospace engineer.

Gavin Cheng
Shanghai, China
Favorite movie. .. The Hateful Eight
Favorite Song.•. Loyal by Chirs Brown
If I could marry any celebrity... Scarleu Johansson

Advice to the seniors or tomorrow•.. Work hard. Play bard.
Favorite teacher ... Mr. Ingle
10 years from now I'll be. •• a father.
One word to describe my senior year ... Great
Before I die I want to. .. direct my own movie.

Andy Davis
Fort Smith, AR
Favorite song ... Don't Stop ~eliving b_y Journey, or We're Goi~g to Ibiza by VengaBoys
Ir I could marry any celebrity ... Obv1ously, the "love of my hfe," Camila Cabello.
Best Subiaco Memory ...Two quiz bowl state championships and trips to nationals
0'e'II have three when this book comes out), being elected srudent body president,
gorng to RYLA with the squadjr. year #orangecrush, and then going again as a CIT
senior year, the trip to West Fork with Aaron and Beau. Ty turning off the lights at the
homecoming pany. Carlson's Dairy Delite emergency. "Sean ate onions."getting to see
my grandparent's at school once a year. Morality w/ Br.Dominic, Finding ways to waste
time waiting for the bus (hide and seek was lit), our junior year skit, the orange crush
game, leading the powerhouse, watching basketball making it to stale sophmore year,
the two football games I got to watch us win, and the many more that I couldn't fit in.

Davis Elliott
Flower Mound, TX
Favorite Movie. . . Summer Wars
Favorite Song ..• San Francisco by Midicronica
Best Subiaco memory• •• Playing on the quiz bowl team
Favorite Teacher ... Br.Joe
10 years from now I'll be ... Working overseas
One word to describe my senior year .. . Fast.
Before I die I want to .•• Lravel across lhe world.

David Espinoza

Fort Smith, AR
Favorite Movie. .. The Graduate
Favorite Song.•• Echoes by Pink Floyd
Best_Subiaco m"'!'o ry. .. playing hide and seek with friends on campus.
Adv1c~ to the semors or tomorrow ... Don't be like the sophmores of this year.
Favonte teacher... Young Mr. Goetz. I've never met someone I have so much in
common with. It's kind of creepy.
One word to describe my senior yea r . .. seniory?

Carlson Ketcham
Fort Smith, AR

Zach Franz
Bartlett, TN
Favorite song... Let's Get Lost by G-Eazy
If I could marry any celebrity . •. Scarlen Johansson. She's a superhero.
Favorite teacher. .. Mr. Lienhart. He is a down to eanh guy lhat you can talk to
about anything.
10 years from now I'll be. .. a pilot.

Before I die I want to. .. scuba dive at the Great Barrier Reef.

Favorite song . . . Chimes of Freedom by Bob Dylan
If I could marry any celebrity ... Emma WalSoo because she seems like a fun
and interesting person.
Favorite teacher.. . Mr. Goetz because he finds the perfect balance between
being a fun. kind friend and and an interesting educational teacher.
Favorite movie. .. The Big Lebowsk.i
One word to describe my senior year. . . Unnerving between applying for
colleges and trying to maintain good grades. My day is jampacked.

Ryan King
Subiaco,AR

Deacon Hardwicke
Ratcliff, AR
Favorite song .. . I've Been Watching You by Rodney Atkins
Best Subiaco memory.. . Spending Friday nights on the field with my brothers.

Favorite teacher... Coach Stovall. You will actually learn something useful.
Before I die I want to ... take a trip through the Yukon.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow . .. wear your ring with pride. but show respect
where it's due.

Favorite song. . . We're Goin' Down by Fall Out Boy
Favorite movie. .. The Breakfast Club.
10 years from now I'll be•.. married and have my dream job.
Favorite teacher . . . Mr Goetz because he's chill.
Advice to tbe seniors of tomorrow••• Don't be like the class of 2019.

Aaron Hebert
Bentonville, AR

Nick Lacy
North Little Rock, AR

Favorite song. .. Allstar by Smash Mouth
Best Subiaco memory... the car trip to West Fork with Andy and Beau.
Favorite teacher ... Coach O'Neal because he's a very cool and an interesting guy.
Before I die I want to. . . see the world.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow .. . don't procrastinate.

Favorite song ... Hall of Fame by the Script
Favorite teacher . .. Mr Goetz because his religion and jazz ensemble class were
the bomb.
10 years from now I'll be••. a park ranger.
Before I die I want to.. .travel to Australia, visit the Queensland Zoo where my
idol Steve Irwin took care of his animals.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow.. . enjoy every minute because it will not last
forever.

Riggs Hester
Longview, TX
Favorite song . . . Bottoms Up Brantly Gilbert
If I could marry any celebrity ... Kate Upton for her personality.
Favorite teacher... Mr. Wright. He's pretty chill but keeps you busy.
Favorite movie. .. Smokey and the Bandit
Before I die I want to ... Li ve.

Anthony Hoang
Plano, TX
Favorite song . . . Wedding Dress by Tae Yang
HI could marry any celebrity . .. Emma Watson. Who wouldn't?
Favorite teacher. .. Mr. O'Neal
Favorite movie... Winnie the Pooh (201 I)
Before I die I want to. .. panicipate in an electronic sports event.

Braxton Leding
Altus,AR
IfI could marry any celebrity ... Taylor Swift, so I could have a breakup song

written about me.
Best Subiaco memory ... getting my senior ring.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow . .. enjoy it because it doesn't last long
Favorite teacher ... Mr. Goetz because we have a lot in common and he is chill.
One word to describe my senior year ... fast because rm having a ton of fun.

Sangwoon Lee
Anyang, South Korea
If I could marry any celebrity. .. Katy Perry. She is very outgoing and

glamorous.
10 years from now I'll be . .. a hedge fund manager.
I' ve never told anyone ... that lam actually 21years old.
Favorite teacher ... Mrs. Stengel. She is very generous especially to international
students.
One word to describe my senior year ... very, very stressful because of college
applications.

Logan Marlow
Morrison Bluff, AR
Favorite Song . .. Less Wise by Cody Jinks.
Best Subiaco memory . . . freshman year baseball.
Favorite teacher . .. Coach Devine because he taught me the real meaning of
baseball.
I've never told anyone... a secret in the yearbook.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ... don't give up.

Byoungjin Min
Seoul, South Korea
Favorite Movie . .. The Lord of the Rings.
Best Subiaco memory •. . Playing soccer.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ... Enjoy the rest of your time at Subi.
10 years from now I'll be ... famous .
Before I die I want to .. . be satisfied with my life.

John Paul Post
Altus,AR
Best Subiaco memory ... Being able to receive my diploma and start my next chapter
in life with no regrets and with a heart and mind set for the future.
Advice to the seniors of tommorow ... Always be respectful, especially of others'
time. opinions, and talents.
10 years from now I'll be ... chasing my dreams and serving my country.
At our 20 year reunion, I'll be most intrigued to see ... Who took control of their
life and achieved their dreams, and also those who became satisfied wilh what they
have and stopped trying to improve.
One word to describe my senior year •.. Reflective. lt was reflective of all rve
achieved in my years at Subiaco.

Brayden Rainwater
Branch,AR
Favorite song ... If You're Going Through Hell by Rodney Alkins.
Favorite movie .. • 0 Brother Where An Thou.
Favorite teacher .. . Br. Dominic because he bribed me with pecan pie.
Before I die I want to . .. visit Korea and Japan with my friends.

Axel Ntamatungiro
Pine Bluff, AR

SukHoon Ryu
lncheon, South Korea

Favorite Movie. . . The Black Power Mixtape l967-l975.
Favorite Song. .. Mortal Man by Kendrick Lamar.
If I could marry any celebrity, it would be .. . Malala Yousafzai. We could shed
light on injustice together.
Favorite teacher ... Mr. Kinney. He is one of the most genuine, sincere, and
interesting people I have ever met.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow... Grow up! If you're not mature, then who
will take you seriously?

Favorite song ... Every song except the ones we play in Jazz Band.
If I could marry any celebrity ... Even if I could marry any celebri1y, I would
not marry her but I would marry for true love.
Best Subiaco memory ... Every moments and seconds in here.
Favorite teacher •.• Mr. Spillers because I can feel the energy from his passion for
physics.
At our 20 year reunion, I'll be most intrigued to see . •• bow many of my white
friends will get old, bu1 I will fee l young because I am Asian.

Beau O'Neal
Paris,AR

Peter Sayre
Fort Smith, AR

Favorite Movie ... Gravity.
Best Subiaco Memory ... Watching Peter shoot up insulin in the Main Building
bathroom.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow. .. These are the best years of your life. It only
gets worse fro m here.
At our 20 year reunion, I'll be most intrigued to see ... what Andy has done
with his life.
Before I die I want to . . . go to another planet.

Caleb Phillips
Ratcliff, AR
Favorite Movie ... Blazing Saddles.
Favorite Song . .. Bad Company by Five Finger Death Punch.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ... Cherish your time here because it will be
over before you know it
I've never told anyone ... if I told you it wouldn't be a secret.
One word to describe your senior year .. . awesome because now I have
friend.ships that will last a Lifetime.

Favorite Movie .. . Lord of The Rings trilogy.
Favorite Song . .. Eye of the Tiger by Survivor.
Favorite teacher ... Br. Domimic because he's funny and doesn't get offended
when you roast him.
Best Subiaco Memory . .. Hanging out with my friends everyday.
10 years from now I'll be .. . doing something awesome.

Steven Schluterman
Paris,AR
If I could marry a ny celebrity .. . Eva Shockey because she and her dad are great
hunters who travel the world killing large game.
10 years from now I'll be . . . a turkey farmer.
Favorite teacher .•• Coach Stovall because he will always be ready to talk about
almoSI anything.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ..• Enjoy every moment you bave left because
it will be over before you know it.
One word to describe my senior year .. . exciting because I will have
completed high school and will move on to real life.

Wyatt Stafford
Whitehouse, TX
Favorite Song. .. Pop Style by Drake
lfl could marry any celebrity ... Abigail Ratchford, because of her
"personality."
Advice to the seniors of Tomorrow . .. if you set your goals ridiculously high
and you fail. you will fail above everyone else's success.
10 years from now, I'll be. .. building my empire by helping others build theirs.
One word to describe my senior year.• . exasperating because of the staff and
mind set.
Before I die I want to .•. live better than a Icing.

Tim Thomas
Allen, TX
Favorite movie••. Toe Raid
lfl could marry any celebrity•.. Michelle Waterson.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow•.. make every second count.
10 years from now I'll be••• backpacking across Tibet.
One word to describe your senior year. . . sclerotic.

Henry Vu
Garland, TX
If I could marry any celebrity . •. Winifer Fernandez. I want to marry an
Olympist.
At our 20th reunion I'll be most intrigued to see. . . Riggs Hester driving a
monster truck and wearing the most western outfit.
Favorite teacher.. . Mr. Rheem because he was a good friend as well as a good
coach/instructor.
One word to describe my senior year... anxiety. With an old chapter coming to
an end I am ready to have a next one pretty soon.

Valen Wang
Bejing, China
Favorite movie. .. Face/ Off
HI could marry any celebrity .. . Jennifer Anniston, because I really like her
in the show Friends.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow. .. work bard and play hard.
10 years from now I'll be. . . Satisfied with what I have.
One ~ord to describe my senior year ... exciting. I can't wait to finish my
semor year.

Lucian Wang
Xi'an, China
Favorite movie... Shield of Straw
Best Subiaco memory . .. losing about 30 pounds.
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ..• do not waste too much time daydreaming.
Before I die I want to ... travel all over the world.
One word to describe my senior year.. . sleepy. I was sleepy all the time.

Yusay Watanabe
Tokyo,Japan
Favorite movie... My Neighbor Toronto
If I could marry any celebrity... any celebrity that's shoner than me
·
Advice to the seniors of tomorrow ... play a lot. study a lot.
10 years from now I'll be. . . a husband.
On~ word to describe my senior year... friends, because I'm always with my
fnends and they made my Subi life.

Max Wheeler
Dover, AR
Favorite movie•. . Saving Private Ryan
If I could marry any celebrity ... Katelyn Mager because of her hot portrayal
from "Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Sea of Monsters."
Advice ~o the seniors of tomorrow ... follow Kenny Roger's advice: "Don't do
the tbmgs fve done, son."
10 years from now I'll be. .. a leader wherever I go.
One ~ord to describe my senior year•.. exciting, because I am about to be a
Subunan.

Judd Wright
Paris,AR
Favorite song. .. This Cowboy's Hat by Chris l..eDoux
If I could marry any celebrity ... Sadie Robertson: because I'd marry into a
fa~ly of duck bunters who are filthy rich and Sadie is "purdy."
Favo_n~e teacher•.• Coach Stovey: Comical guy who will give a conservative
o~m1on on everything and always ready to talk.
Ad~1ce to the sernors oftomo~ow... Have your plan figured out quickly after
high school because the outside world is like a rushing river and if you're not
prepared when you jump in it'll take you down.

Trey Wright
Paris,AR
Favorite movie. .• Vacation
Favorite song••. Forever Country.
A;:,,v;:J~ the seniors of tomorrow . .. stay ahead of everything and don't get
10 years from now I'll be• •. working on a farm of my own.
One word to describe my senior year. .. fast

-Make

connections and
learn businessSangWoon Lee

-Leam. business
adnunistration.•Wyatt Stafford

-Meetwomen.•BeauO'Neal
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I've lost track of
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Tyler Komp Arkansas
Hwijoon Lee South Korea
Woo Chan Lee Korea
liming Llu China
Juan Felipe Martinez Arkansas
Ford Maurras Arkansas

Brice Adams Arkansas
Bosen Bao China
Nathan Bourgeois Louisiana
Diego Calvillo Arkansas
John Capps Texas
Apolo Castillo Arkansas

Ryan Moore Arkansas
Tyler Moran Oklahoma
Max Morton Arkansas
Chance O 'Neal Arkansas
Joseph Percy Allen Texas
Mark Popov Russia

Won Young Choe
South Korea
Minh Tung Doan Vietnam
Charles Estes Arkansas
Ryland Estes Texas
Andrew Eveld Arkansas
Colton Flynn Arkansas

Bryson Porter Arkansas
Robert Remy Arkansas
John Shero Texas
Willam Shows Arkansas
Gregory Stinson California
Bryce Tencleve Arkansas

Andrew Goldtrap Arkansas
Chase Hacker Texas
Haegen Hess Texas
Ben Ingle Arkansas
Tom Johns Arkansas
Ryan Kimberly Arkansas

We.will
domina1e.

2018
.,.

.,.

David Tran Vietnam
Nicholas VanGaasbeek Texas
Yumeng Spark Wang China
Yuyan Wei China
Roy Zhang China
Vincent Le Texas

.,.

Mu Dream

House

Ryland Estes got bit by a
Diamondback rattle snake whlle on
spring break In 2013. He had gone
fishing with cousin when he lelt
something on his leg. He passed out
and rolled down a hill but figures the
snake probably milked him for five or
ten seconds with venom. The snake had
23 rattlers.
33 vials of anti-venom, 30 days and
eight surgeries later, he got to go home,
stlll with a useable, good leg .
"The pain was unreal. I'm not sure
how I got through It,• he said. •1 have to
thank my dad who stayed with me the
entire 30 days. He pracUcatty lived
there.•
After four months of physical
therapy, Ryland learned to walk again.
A year later, he came to Subiaco. When
the seniors saw his leg and heard his
story, they nicknamed him •snakebite.•
Ryland endured the pain of those
long months and has learned also to
deal with a more enduring pain - the
toss of his father In the spring of 2016.
•1 wish he was stlll here but he gives
me motivation every day.•

My dream house will be a
big villa With a garden
POOi, garage, basketb~II
court and a big spot to
sight see and watch the
sun come up and a place
for my hellcopter to land.

My dream house will
be an old airplane
on stilts and Inside
will be my living
space. It will have
one bedroom, one
bath and a big llvtng
room and 1would
like It to have a hot
tub too.

Ryan Moore and Joseph
Percy..A.llen
went an c:..1 !er Blue and
Orange day dunng
ornecom ng Week

My Relationship with my Phone
1. Apolo CaMtlo ."We are companions enduring the
day's trials until one of us can't P.S. It's usually
the phone.·
2. WIIUam Shows •Attached to the back of my
hand.•
3. Chase Hacker •1 could live without It. It's no big
deal.•
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Absolutely Never Ever ...

HwQoon Lee

Brice Adams
. . . will I eat mustard .

Andrew Goldtrap
. . . have I seen a potato
roll down a volcano!

. . will I eat Asian food .

. . . . . follow other people
but find my own tempo.

Vincent Le

Colton Flynn

. give up.

. go to a Super Bowl.

Ben Ingle and
Tyler Komp
apparently had
a bad wreck•
Just in time for
Twin Day of
Homecoming
Week.

~:;nee O'NeaJ and his class did a skit
u mg football season. Chance dressed
P as Coach Kenneth Stovall for the skit.

The Junior class gets a game plan on how to beat the other classes during Reid Day. Because it was a rainy day, the
first in more than a month, the games had to be played in the Green Room. The junior class respond welt to their
presidents request for players. Their enthusiasm earned a third place during the events.

Time to Shine

Juniors
Oominare
The Junior class is
the best class
because we have
more athletes and
the best grades.

ark Popov, Vice President; Vincent Le,
s, Representative

ent Council

Ford Maurras (11)
What makes my
class great is that
they are bigger and
better than the
others.
Haegen Hess {11)

Lensing, Bros.
Hwy. 22
Subiaco, AR

ONE WORD

10 Describe Me
Dl-,o C.IYIUo Ryan Klmberly Robert Remy
UneRi,i,t
_,..__
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Jamee Bao
Quiet

Joltn

ca..-

Phenomenal

TYi• Moran
.,__ry

479-934-4298

Logan Ledbetter Arkansas
Gage Lee Texas
Ethan Martinez Arkansas
Dodge Mendenhall Arkansas
Ethan Miller Arkansas
Michael Miller Arkansas

"More weight."
-Giles Corey
Sam Keyton tagged along with the
drama class on their trip to see a
professional production of -The
Crucible~by Arthur MiUer. This was

"fhe Best Years of Our Lives

Luke Morton Arkansas
Thomas Myers Alabama
James Nguyen Arkansas
Vinny Nguyen Arkansas
Jackson O'Neal Arkansas
Isaac Osborn Arkansas

his favorite quo1e.

Haeven Patterson Arkansas
Roberto Quezada Arkansas
Jordan Rainwater Arkansas
Dillon Ramsey Arkansas
Evan Redmond Oklahoma
Misha Rzhanitsa Arkansas

Junior Adjei Arkansas
Thomas Bourgeois Louisiana
Jace Cameron Arkansas
Andrew Chen New York
Timmy Constantino Arkansas
Dayne Daye Mississippi

Paul Seiter Arkansas
Hector Sombredero Texas
Wyatt Soprano Louisiana
James Taylor Arkansas
Allen Tayn North Carolina
Kit Turner Alabama

Haoming Fan China
Devon Forst Arkansas
Martin Gbemudu Tennessee
David Heinrichs Arkansas
Luke Hertlein Arkansas
Brian Hsu Oklahoma
Steven Wang China
John Wingfield Arkansas
Dawson Wright Norway
Ethan Yost Texas

Ryan Hsu California
Joseph Huck Arkansas
Elvis Janga Cura~ao
Sam Keyton Arkansas
Justin Khieu Texas
Chak Fung Lam Hong Kong

What I would do with
One Million Dollars?
"I would use It to lake care
of my family."

- Justin Khieu, t O

Every year during Homecoming
Week, each student new to Subiaco
is required to create a poster. Each
poster Is presented lo the seniors
and if It is unsatisfactory then it gets
ripped up and the students who
neglected to make a poster have to
clean up the ripped remains.
This year a student went above
and beyond the one poster minimum
and created five posters hlmself.
This student, James Nguyen ( 10),
said, "l love art so I made more than

one poster.•
He was called up on stage to be
recognized tor his performance. He
said, "It felt like I was a part of a
performing arts production."

"I would give half to my
parents and put the other half
in the bank"

-Vinny Nguyen, t 0

Batman,
Superman. and
Spider-Man,

The Incredible
Hulk. the
Flash, and
Deadpool.

·Dayne Daye

--Gage lee

(10)

(10)

Batman , Thor,
and the Flash.
-Jackson O'Neal
(10)

Shine Bright Like a Diamond

The sophomore class performs a skit that
they had hardly prepared for. Their original
skit was banned for being too critical of
fellow teammates. Luke Hertlein, Kit Turner,
and Jordan Rainwater announce the skit to
the rest of the school.

What musician interests you the most?

J unior Adjei... Lil Wayne
Interests me because I
don't know how someone
can be that dumb.

David Heinrichs... Eddie
van Halen fascinates me
because of his tapping.

Dodge Mendenha ll ... I'm
fascinated by Kanya West
because he Isn't afraid to
try or do anything .

Paul Seiter... Drake
fascinates me because
his bars are fire.

Jeremy Lin ... because he is the only
Asian In the NBA right now. This helps me
strlve to be better at basketball.

--Elhan Manincz

. . . lhe last day of school.

What steps would yo u
take in the event of an
alien invasion?

E\an Redmond

Almost every student jokes
around during the school day
but is it needed?

. • playing foocball with
all my brothers.

Joking around Is
important because I
Uke the fun times. It
eases the stress and
tension of school.

Thomas Bourgeois

Isa ac Osborn

... my entire sports season.
De\oo lorst
Joking around ln
school Is sometimes
good and sometimes
bad . Sometimes it
makes people happy
but it is bad in serious
situations.

Arkansas
Valley Electric
I 8 I I West Commercial

Ozark, AR
479-667-2176

Sifting for
Leaders

Steven Wa ng

The sophomore class this year had a mere
two people run for office in Student
Council. .. It shows that our class doesn't
have many leaders. I am very disappointed
in our class. Only having two people on
Student Council makes everything a lot
tougher on the both of us." said sophoTI_1ore
class Vice.Presidem Luke Morton servmg
his first year in a Student Council position. Sophomore Student Council officers: Vice-President
Luke Morton and President Luke Hertlein
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Jacob Bristol Micrugan
Brandyn Brooks Texas
Johnny Bui Georgia
Song Yuan Chen China
Clint Crow Arkansas
Xiaofeng Ding China

Jason Do Texas
Ty Ford Texas
Hayden Frederick Arkansas
Jacob Friemel Arkansas
Logan Fultz Arkansas
Daniel Haunert Arkansas

retreat.
(U/t) lutmiah Taylor and Ty Ford
rtprtstnt tht frtshmtn in tht egg toss
held dun'ng Spirit Wu.I.:.

Tin Le Texas
Joshua Malagon Arkansas
Connor Miller Arkansas
Augustine Nguyen North
Carolina
Kent Nguyen Texas
Vuong Nguyen Arkansas

Braeden Hess Texas
Jason Hoang Arkansas
Asa Kehoe Connecticut
Joshua Koch Arkansas
David LaDart Tenessee

Connor Phillips Arkansas
Zachary Plugge Arkansas
Jonathan Robinson Oklahoma
Cory Schluterman Arkansas
Mason Schluterman Arkansas
Ethan Strobel Arkansas

Wha1's

Jeremiah Taylor Arkansas
Michael Tran Georgia

~OLJf

Loe Vu Vietnam

Weitao Wang China
Matthew Whittle Arkansas
ZexiWu Cruna

STORY?
The freshmen
class figure it out
on the fly.
On a beautiful fall day in
the middle of October,
freshmen gathered to
cheer on their brothers
in the homecoming
week events. Class

President Johnny Bui
(lop center) commented
that he had no trouble
finding classmates to
represent the freshmen

in the games. Jacob
Friemel, standing next to
Bui, agreed. "All of us
[freshmen] love to
participate. Not only to
win, but to have a lot of
fun doing ii."
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Would you rather be poor and popular OR
rich and lonely?
"To have better opportunities for
better colleges."
- Johnny Bui

60% or 15
people

"To carry on a tradition."
- Ethan Strobel
"'Cause of football."
- Cory Schluterman

"To achieve my full potential in
academics and life."
- Brandyn Brooks

people
This rather simple_ question gamere~ some Insightful responses by
the freshmen . While David LaOart sa1d, "Money isn't everything:
Daniel Hau_nert_advocated for the rich in saying "wealth dictates
populanty in this society." Braeden Hess, however, pointed out that if
one 1s poor and popular, "My friends can give me money then I'll be
'
rich and popular."
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MY FAVORITE SUPERHERO ..•

is Oeadi

becausi he

cl')OI and has the ability to

MY FAVORITE SUPERHERO ..•
dUse
1ci Captain Amer• a b
hi is super tough and lights

regrow his limb
Michael Tran

!or America
Mason Schluterman

MY FAVORITE SUPERHERO ••.

Hawkeye becau
JI I a normal human y I he

can light along with !ht
Avengers by using his wits.

cunning. and crazy arrows
Daniel Haunert

PASSING THE TEST
Life at Subiaco can be
touQh on younger students
as they learn the pecking
order among classes, but
the freshman class got the
hang of things quickly and
were able to focus on their
goals with all the initiation
out of the way.

,..,

2Even though I didn't
help come up with
the ch ant, I really
like how it rhymes
and is easy to yell.
We bring the volume
to the pep rallies!
- Jeremiah Taylor

~RA ET LABORA. .•

raver and Work• the motto of Subknen and monks Is
~r~cticed through· the tradition or havtng class retreat~
~e!rth~~a~:tmen class gather before
th~ ~~d~~

~:i~

8

Subiaco Federal
Credit Union
P.O. Box 84

Subiaco, AR

479-934 -420 I

How do you
like your
eggs?

Joshua Malagon (right)
commented, ·11 was very
calming to get out ol the
classroom and feel like
you're making a difference.
It was a great escape from
the norm.•

LEADERSHIP
Between class, athletics, and
recreation, irs hard for the
freshmen to find time tor much
else. But some have to step up and
make sacrifices for the betterment
of the class and tor the class to
have a voice in the decisions that
affect them. Class president Johnny
Bui said, ·Sometimes It's hard to
get a clear answer out of my
classmates but I do it to make sure
we're heard in Student Council.•

"I feel like we showed up, worked
hard, and made a statement,
especially in the homecoming week
games, since we placed second ."
- Von Nguyen

SHOWING THAT SPIRIT
On Tuesday of
homecomlnQ week,
Jeremiah Taylor, Michael
Tran, and Zachary Plugge
twinned It up on twin day.
Their shirts were
Inscribed with the
affectionate title,
•Brothers,• along with
their expected graduation
year and a very
Trojan-esque quote on
the back.
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Adam Ackel Louisiana

Kevin Allen Arkansas
Austin Bowman Arkansas

Javier Iglehart plays
Clash Royale as Kadin
Tougas and Patrick
Waldroup watch and
discuss different battle
tactics.

Jackson Frederick Arkansas

Alec High.field Arkansas
Oay Huber Arkansas
Zach Ingle Arkansas
Javier Iglehart Texas
Jacob Kay Oklahoma
Matthew Kremers Arkansas

Charlie Castagno Arkansas
Evan Keenan Arkansas
Garrett Laxson Arkansas
)axon Perreault Arkansas
Wesley Schluterman Arkansas
George Urlakis Wisconsin

Nathan Nguyen Oklahoma
Spencer Nguyen Texas
Miciah Patterson Arkansas
Jude Percy-Allen Texas
Kya Schluterman Arkansas
Ethan Spillers Arkansas

Nicholas Tayn South Carolina
Kadin Tougas Arkansas
Patrick Waldroup Arkansas
Blake Zimmer Arkansas

Big spiders.
-Anthony Do (8)
Dying alone.
·Mlciah Patterson (8)
Heights.
-Jaxon Perreault (7)

The seventh and eighth grade classes
spent their retreat day clearing out the
woods, picking up fallen limbs and
raking leaves by the monks' cemetery,
as well as cleaning headstones In St.
Joseph's cemetery In Paris.
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Death In any form or
fashion.
•Leon Dang (8)

The Internet crashing.
·Blake Zimmer (8)

Start ne\\ clubs and spread cultural 3\\areness. Some
of the eighth grade class's strengths are that there is a
large ,·ariety of di"erse things each and e,·ery one of
us ha,·e to offer to each other. Some of us are athletes
while others are scholars who share our knowledge to
the benefit of otllers. Our main weakness is the mall
number of students who com·ey chaos among others.
Their actions demand attention thus lea, ing none for
tudents who make an effort to represent our grade
level.
-Andre" Bui (8)
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I'd buy a deer btlnd.
-Wesley Schluterman (7)

I would save IL
-Jacob Kay (8)

The worst part Is waiting
in the lunch Une.
-Clay Huber (8)

The best part Is the
homework Is
academically easier.
-Jackson Frederick (8)

Bob Rogers

Chevrole1, Inc.
Seventh grade: President Wesley Schluterman and Vice President Charlie Castagna
Eighth grade: Representative Ethan Spillers; Vice President Zach Ingle; President Andrew
Bui; Class Representative Adam Ackel
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Losing my pants
while lubing and
riding the rest of
the bus rlde ln my
underwear.
- Ada m Ackel (8)

2LIOO West Walnut

Ripping my pants
on the pool table.
• Charlie
Castagno (7)

Paris, AR
• Jude
Percy-Allen (8)

479-963-3004

Br. Raban Heyer English

Mr. Jeff Ingle M ath,

follow me

Academic Guidance Counselor
Mrs. Shirley Kiefer History, Librarian

Mr. Cary Kinney Science
Mr. Steve Lienharl History, Religious
Studies, English, Baseball and
Track
Mr. Daniel Mora Dean

Faculi~ scr exam ples-----..

Ms. Oare Nowak Drama, English
Br. Ephrem O'Bryan Public
Information Coordinator
Mr. Jeff O'Neal Math, H istory, Soccer
Mrs. Kim Plugge Activities Director
Mr. Robert Pugh Guidance Counselor,
Dri,-er Education
Mr. Patrick Richey Computer
Applications, Religious Studies,
Football

Mr. Matt Stengel Headmaster
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
Academic Dean
Mr. Don Smith Dean of Men,
Mr. Greg Timmerman
Athletic Director

Mr. Jared Schluterman Science, Math,
Computer Applicahons
Mr. Nick Sc.hJuterman Technology
Assistant
Mr. Bob Shelton Technology
Mr. Heath Spillers M ath, Science
Dr. Carmen Steigman M ath, English,
O ral Communications
Mrs. Pat Stengel English, German

Ms. Evelyn Bauer Rece ptionist
Mr. Mike Deny Religious Studies,
History, Football Coach
Fr. Patrick Boland Chaplain,
Religious Studies
Mr. Melvin Breedlove Dean

Mr. Steven Brooks Dean
Br. Damien Cafaro Religious Studies

Mrs. Michelle Chuang Chinese,

Mr. Robbie Stocking Dean
Mr. Kenneth Stovall H istorv, Footba11
Br. Adrian Strobel Tennis •
Mr. Tim Tencleve 6-asketball
Mr. Randy Terry Science, Math
Mr. J.P. Thomas Dean

English, Religious Studies
M.rs. Andrea Cooper College
Guidance Counselor
Mr. Trey Davidson Dean
Mr. Joseph Devine History, English,
Football and Baseball Coach
Br. Dominic Faciane Piano,
Religious Studies, Vocal Music
Mrs. Hermina Fox English

Mr. Pat Franz Director of Admissions
Mr. Donald Goetz Spanish
Deacon Roy Goetz Guitar,
Jazz Ensemble, Religious Studies
Mrs. Dianne Hart Math
Br. Joseph Heath History, Religious

Studies

1his is
""·~1 h □w it's done

"counsel me"
I get lo interact with more than Just the students I
have In class I love lo follow the students'
progress and see how they mature throughout the
yea,

It is a rewarding Job that allows me to help students when
they truty need il
I like being In a position to help students with their
problems. I can go home at the end of every day knowing
tha1 I did something that helped another person through a
d1fflcull time In his hie

• M,. Rob Pugh
A few among the !acuity are long-timed employees. Mrs.

~~uy!~~=~s~:i~~!~ ~~:1~~°ai~d~~t~s~,1::r5ioJ_hrough her ,
been Mr.
Tim Tencleve came to Subiaco as a college student In
1978 under the tutelage of Coach Louis Whorton. He still
t-ipre since
enjoys watching kids develop and mature.

1,J □ u've

REALLY?
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And Mr. Gary Kinney has Inspired science students with
his excursions and ramblings for over 35 years. Some
notable changes tor him are the change from barrack style
rooms to private rooms and the addition of air conditioning.

SKIT 2016 applies some "good" nature

7

When plans started, the plot for Skl1
2016 was a Joke on a few ecology
students who had the assignment to
collect species. Each time they came
back with a species. it was dead.
Not exactly what teacher Mr. Jared
Schluterman had In mind. His plan was
for students to catch small species and
keep them alive In the terrariums In class
thereby learning the species' needs.
Ecology student Judd Wright (12)
caught a frog and then a lield mouse but
had some trouble keeping one IMng for
very long. Seniors Peter Sayre and
Carlson Ketcham captured a lizard but it
drowned In a pool of water In the tank·
this story was the fodder for the plot of
the skit for the game against the
Dardanelle Sand Lizards.
Mr. Patrick Rk:.hey, Mr. Don Goetz
and Mr. J.P. Thomas went on the hunt for
a sand tlzard, and upon finding one, like
good teachers, were able to keep It alfve.

in the BEGIN
there was.
JOY
More than 60 new students arrived a

week before classes began on a strange
campus with no friends. A trip to Lake
Dardanelle quickly changed that. Between

roasting hot dogs over a campfire,
swimming, and tubing, one wouldn't be
able to tell if they had just met or were old

friends.
"Watching these new students go from
complete strangers to best buddies during
a single bus ride was magical ," said Mr.

Don Smith, Dean of Men.

. .. and there was

PAIN

It' s the first event listed on the official school calendar: July 31- Football
players return. The boys of fall come from near and far 10 the home they
share duriag the dog days of summer, bearing the nighlmarish Arkansas
humidity. Two-a-day season rolled around again, and while I.be Trojans
aren't quite Bear Bryant's famous Junction Boys, they still put in the work
and went through the pain in order to overcome the reputation of the
conference's whipping post. For some, the work and effort quickly turned to
pain and disappointment.
Take Peter Sayre. for example, who had a bit of a rude awakening after
playing football for the first time since ninlh grade ... I was in at running back
on a play and hurt my ankle after geuing hit." said Sayre. The injury kept
him sidelined for the majority of two-a-days, but he was ready to come back
for Week One. in which he scored a touchdown against Brinkley.

-r1,,o-a•da_,·s ,ue tlifjk11/t. b,it vo11 tipproach ii wi1h a sense of
discipline ~causl! \'QU .lno k the\· 'II make \'Ou a IH!1ter pta,·er
in the end."
• D<11•e Bolt(J:?J

TRADITION

Reality set in for the 39 seniors who

walked up the aisle of St. Benedict Church
to receive lheir senior ring. Representing
four countries and four states, Subiaco's
Class of2017 sets apart from many other
senior classes.
It was a big day for these seniors, a day
for feeling nervous, a day of happiness
and pride, and a day of sadness.
This day for many is a day of tradition
as others in their family have come before

them and set the standards. Over half of
the seniors have brothers or fathers or
uncles or grandfathers who have also
walked in Lhese steps.
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1bereare a lot

I noticed how
,

lbedorm isa
brand new

they moved the
eighth graders

experience but it
has mostly all
played out for the

into Main

better. There is a
ot less bullying

re].ll's
like I'm in

a family.

Building. I like
this change
because we have

bigger rooms this
way. We have
more room to
store our things.

more teachers.
people.and

students. The
food is also
really good. It
was hard getting
10 class because
last year I was in
only one
lassroom rutd
one building.
not four.

1lle new securicysystem is
interesting. While

it's good to be

t=:~m

Nick Dollar, a.as.

Paris Dental Clinic

security system
wastesalOI of
timerutdmoney.
What kmdof

tenorists wiU
attaek Subiaco.
Arkansas?

'179-963-3086

AUGUST
flying by

The beginning of school flew by
almost as fast as it came. It began with
new students registering and going
through orientation and the returning

sLUdents being re-united with classmates.
Although it seems that the time flew
too quickly, there were moments of
interest. Luke Morton ( I 0) and Jacob
Bristol (9) enjoyed a moment of discovery
with Dr. Carrnea Steigman outside the

Performing Art Center before the first
Friday assembly of the year.
ldcntifo.·.11ion

The school year always starts
off with taking photos for ID
badges. This year there was a
special reason to carry a name
badge everywhere. The school

One little GEM of a STORY ...

upgraded over the summer to

become a more secure campus.
Safety and security are the top
priorities of all staff and faculty at
Subiaco Academy, and it was for
these reasons that a door lock

security system was put in place.
This system cost around $100,000
and was installed on more than 25
doors to academic buildings which
are used by students. These
measures were taken to ensure

student safety.
Vocation's Day held Sept. 1 allowed
~ ver 160 students from seven Catholic
elementary schools in Arkansas to visit
the Abbey and Academy.
Mr. Pat Franz. admissions director,
and members ol Blue Arrow (Including
Apolo Castillo above) showed the
visitors around East Park, the cemetery,
and the academy grounds. The day
ended with Mass In the Abbey church.

lrrrrrrrrrr....

Elsken's Real
Estate

What I MISS most
about HOME
36 boarding students in A lunch
responded to u1hat they misstd most about
going home aitry day.

First

impressions
ller1 >\'I ~II

Sometimes thm first week before

I 29 S. I oth Street

Paris, AR
ll79-ll38-06ll0

school can be hectic. The s1uden1
has made it through regis1rarion
and now it is time IO 11npack and
prepare for the weeks aluwd.

My first week at Subi was really fun.

~:~ told to move into Heard

We had tons of events and I got to

meet some new friends. Everything
since I've been here has run so
smoothly and I have a whole lot of
freedom. When I came 10 this
school. I wanted to be more
independent and that's exactly what I
gol.
• Dnrnd_\n Rrooks (91

18%

Charles [Estes] and I were out

Fran at first but then Mr. [Pat]

looking for a frog for Chase's
(Hacker] ecology assignment and'
rabbit darted right past us. We
followed ii 10 a hole and we dug it O
Inside there were three baby bunnit'

Wh.ic~ ':ved me up to Main,

as unexpected, but I got
to
fB~t my roomma1e. Andrew
O~r ·0:~ he was better thnn my

I was the first one in my dorm so I
set up aJI the furniture just for one
person. I left to go do something
and when I got back my
roommate had arrived and was
separating all of our stuff.

Staning school with a broken ank.Je
was terrible. If a book d.idn'1 tit in
my bag. canyini it was terrible on
crutches and gomg upstairs was
aJso terrible. Overall. I'm glad I'm

- '\athan Bourgeois { 11 1

- Patrkl,. l·ortcnhtrl") (RI

llaCJ!(•nHt....,1111

Hlal,.e Zimmer 181

13%

off crutches.
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hello,

September
During the first weekend, Mrs. Kim

►

Plugge, r.be new activities direcLor, took a
group to Frontier City, a western-lhemed
amusement park in Oklahoma City,
where the kids went on several rides such
as Gunslinger and Silver Bullet. The

group stayed overnight at Mount St.
Mary's high school gym after spending a
tiring day going through rides.

Rocking The Vote
Mere weeks into the school year, the students were given the
important task of choosing their Student Council , epresentatives.
There was obviously immense pressure on the students, but even
more on the candidates, who hoped to make the right promises and
appeal to their constituents in order to be the voice of their respective
classes.
Zach Plugge (pictured above) ran for one of two freshmen
representative spots, but ended up losing out to Brandyn Brooks and
Michael Tran. Plugge attributed his loss to a lack of preparation. "I
didn't spend enough time writing or rehearsing my speech," said
Plugge. "I'll be back and prepared to run again next year."

•1 ran for Student Council because I knew I had the right
set of skills to help the school.•
• Andrew Eveld, junior class president

Flrst•yearman Colton Flynn (11) gives a tour of the
campus for Grandparents Day.

Grandparents Day
Seventy students escorted their
grandparents at the annual
Grandparents Day hosted by the
development department Sept. 12. One
hundered and seventy-six
grandparents toured the campus,
visited classrooms, and watched a jazz
band performance after eating a lunch
of roast beef. The lunch was hosted in
Fuhrmann Hall this year so that all of
the grandparents could eat in the same
dining room.

~O»

Starting off on the wrong foo t
After missing the first two
weeks of school and
returning with a cast on his
loot, Thomas Myers ( 10) had
to literally hop to ll Myers,
who plays varsity basketball,
had ankle surgery during the
first week of school. The
surgery restored clrculation
to a Kdead· ankle bone,
which had Its clrculation cut
off due to an Injury he
sustained just before school
started.
His total recovery time
was 3-4 months, but that did
not stop Myers from
maintaining his shooting
form. He said, ~1 ·m Just
happy to be back.•

Ben Ingle, a Junior,
has had his fair share of
injuries. He tore his
ACL, MCL and PCL
during two-a-days in
August.
·1 got hit In the side
of my knee when i was
running and buckled my
knee. I had an MRI and
they decided to do an
ACL reconstruction and
a scope. They took my
patellar tendon and used
II as a graft lor my ACL.
All went welt·
He expected to
recover ln 12 months.

Jazzin' On

It was a busy start for the
jazz band as they performed
for the first time at the Hot
Springs Jazz Festival, with only
two weeks to gel ready.
"There was no time to relax
and Just ease Into the year,•
said Mr. Roy Goetz. the
ensemble director. Subiaco
was the only high school to
attend the festival. The
ensemble then performed for
Grandparents Day on Sept 12.

Robert Remy (11), in his fourth
year In the Jazz band, hopes to
perlorm solos this year.

Mike
Frederick's
Body Shop, Inc.
27 15 W, Walnut
Paris, AR
479-963-2242
Fax: 479-963 -6587

Clint Crow (9)

repped h~
Golden State

CHAOS of
SPIRIT WEEK
the

Dovid Bolt ( 12)

Aghh
The Subiaco Trojans played the Dardanelle Sand
Lizards in the Homecoming game. After one offensive
play, Zach Franz (12) felt a sharp pain in his lower
back. Coach Mike Berry and Coach Joseph Devine
canied him off the field. He went to the sidelines and
the nurse examined him and said that it was a broken
disk. On the ride to the Paris hospital, the EMT said
that the back most likely was not broken. An x-ray
confirmed that there was not a broken bone but the
doctors still weren't exactly sure what was wrong so
be was sent to Cooper Clinic in Fort Smith, AR,
where he received an MRI, which showed a torn
nerve. Franz's football season bad ended.

David Tran(11}
My favorite
moment was
playlng all the
g&mes and eating
a lot of food and
the best part was
football and
soccer.

Kent Nguyen (9)
My favorite moment
was when I was
setvlng the drinks
and my favorite
parts were the
soda bar and the
soccer matches.

Dawson
Wright (10}
My favorite
part was
talking to girls.

Jaxon Perreault
(7) My favorite
moment ol the
night was singing
karaoke and
dancing with my
friends.

Judgement Day

Rush & Rush

Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 607

Parls,/lR.
'179-963-3002

One of the more beloved Spirit Week traditions
ls Judging the new student's posters. The
posters that get approved become prominently
displayed in the fleldhouse. Those that aren't
approved get ripped to shreds. Although it Is
mandatory for all first-year students to make a
poster, some object and decide not to. These
students cleaned up the remnants of the
posters.
•11 was tun to finally rip the posters after
watching for so long. I was a little upset that we
( o~)ldn't make kids do push-ups: said Henry Vu

Let the

Games
Begin
Spirit Week traditionally pits class
against class In several games of skill
or luck. ANer four events, the seniors
and freshmen were tied and had to
have a tiebreaker, a Match Gamestyle game. Seniors were declared
the winners.

1

.,.
Jordan Rainwater (10)
participates in the egg
toss

Ty Ford (9)
represented the fre shman
class for the tie breaker game
ol who was quickest in
emptying a box of Kleenex.

I

Charles Castagno (7)
1
flni~~1 to make It back to the
1ne after spinning around
th e bat five times.

Tim Thomas (12)
wonders 11 that egg is bolled
or raw Thomas did win the
event ~ alter at least hve eggs
forehead
cracked aga~

Whlle some students avoided their
obligation, others went above and beyond.
James Nguyen (10) made three posters, alt of
which were approved. Nguyen was recognized
on stage after the ripping and tearing was done.
Nguyen was named the MVP of the day and
received a prize at the end of the week.

Bubble Battle ROYALE

November Falling

Daze

Once more in November, the activities program geared up for a fun
weekend activity. A November social with dance was planned, but first

Into
Fun

smdents were offered a new event.

That afternoon the men of Subiaco suited up in brand new inflatable
bubble suits to battle against each other in the inaugural Subiaco Bubble
Banles. Chase Hacker ( 11 ) spent the evening throwing his 6' I ", 280 pound
frame imo every one of his opponents, sending them all to che ground. Hacker
came out victorious in the day's tournament with an undefeated record.

A night away from the dorms was earned by students
for lheir academic achievements in the first quarter when

The night activities featured a neon dance pany, followed by a showing of a
movie in the auditorium. Students agreed that the social was a good relaxing

activities director, Mrs. Kim Plugge, invited students who

end ro the week before Thanksgiving break.

had achieved honor roll and faculty list to an evening at
Buffalo Wild Wings in Russellville on Nov. 7.

The social was very fun and inceresting because
it was different from the every day routine. My
favorite part was when lhe students competed in
the bubble balls and got wrecked.

Diego Calvillo (1 1) and Andrew Bui (8) were at the top
of the first quarter for high school and middle school honor

-George Urlakis (7)

rolls respectively.

The best pan (of the. night) was when only three
girls showed up and Hae gen Hess was the on1y one

who got a phone number.

eu rs e
~ End of the

Five Subiaco cross country runners
were chosen to compete in the R1\ier
Valley All-Star meet held on Nov. 19
at Magaune. 11lese runners were
honored for an outstanding 2016
cross country se.'\SOn. It was a season
in which the Trojans garnered
runner-up honors in district 4-4A
and finished eighth 001of 26 teams
in the class 4A state meetChosen to compete for the Trojans
""ere seniors Yusay Watanabe..
Brayden Rainwater. and Max
Wheeler and sophomore Tim
Const.anti no. AU fou r competi1ors
ran their personal best for the 5k
distance.

Honor roll ,m u/em Crl'g Stinson enjoy:. hLt night om earnetl by being 011

the honor roll for the first q11arrer. A flrst-vear s111de111. Stin.ron ,:1pplie,:I
liimself 10 earn rhi!. honor.

tl!d!A

a

CALLforCHANGE

III:J;J

66%

Donald Trump

15%

5%
( l (,(}M,.Jr~trfrom1ro,l,:sl•l'!.ptlrTin11111,:dfo1hl!W1fl<'ltlttf!Q11.J

"I belivelhat
Trump will
help bring
economic
prosperity and
will "make
America great
again.M
-Bryson Porter
(I I )

ISSUES of

IMPORTANCE

Soph omo res take

IN

DAY of RESPITE

THANKSGIVING

~

Lessons for Life
With the help of community, alumni, and faculty volunteers,
Subiaco Academy offered various practical art courses during the
evenings and weekends. Practical arts are crafts (such as
woodworking) that serve ordinary or material needs.

Toe plans were to offer courses in four main areas: Life's Basics,
Hobbies. Outdoor Readiness, and Family Dynamics. The classes
covered such topics as emergency first aid, personal finances, sewing
on a button and outdoor survival.
The goal, according to coordinator Mrs. Pat Stengel, was to get
"our Trojans trained for manhood."
One of the first sessions was held in November, a sewing class.
Evan Redmond, a tenth grader, was one of the participants. He found

a potential use for this basic skill. "I am always finding new ways to
tear boles in my jeans," said Redmond.

How do you think this sewing class will help you?

◄

The sophomore class went to White Rock
Mountain to participate in prayer and
fellowship for their class retreat and a team
building experience held Nov. 16. The) also
hiked pan of the rim trail.
Mr. Rob Pugh and De. Roy Goeiz.
coordinators for the retreat. opted to collect
phones from the studenlS before leaving
campus. "While I was checking to be sure that
all of them were on the bus. I'd say more than
half of them were already staring at their
phones. The idea of the retreat is pulling away
from normal daily activities. For most of these
guys [bei ng on] their phones is their dai ly life
or at least a big pan of their daily life. We
wanted them to remove the distraction for a
while and enjoy one another and the place we
were going."
Though students cenainly missed their
phones, Mr. Pugh remained ftnn. "A photo is
a poor substitute for the memory of the place
as ii existed when you were there. I feel it is a
much better practice to focus on being
somewhere than on interacti ng with a device."

II will help me when I get ofdu. I won't luwe 10 have other people help
me. I will he more indept!ndent.

Thank you,
Lord, for these

BLESSINGS

Bryson Porter (11)
Having teachers who are
helpful and supportive.

Swdems Ewm Redmond ( JO), Leon Dtmg (8). anti George Urlakis (8) along ll'ithfaculty
members learn the basics of sewing as par, of a Ufe Skills program in the e1•enings.

a MEAL ham 111e garden
Logan Coun~

Building Stone
Compan\::). Inc.
Paris.AR

~79-938-23 I 7

The late summer and early fall of 20 6 w
the sccood year for Mrs Shirley Kiefer to
sponsor a gardening club It WIS a rough
year by all accoums. Not only w1S 11 a ery
hot fall wtth almost no ram but a plague of
aphids did much dcslructioo. A few 1iems
WOIC added IO the IUDCh menu from the
garden. The season was~ off wtth a
banquet prepared by Mrs Kiefer Mrs.
Michelle 0,uang and Jacob Fnemel mom.

ofrheir don rem·ar.

the

Sam Keyton ( 10)
Fri ends and family.

How did 1,1our

GARDEN GROWi'
Sangwoon Lee (12)
Family, friends, and my

college.

VillllyN-1

Good.bulaot•-----Spillllsl

William Shows ( 11 )
Not being late for the
bus every morning.

Things we grew!
~Spiml.Sq,a,11.
~Cmmloupe

Joshua Eads (8)
Famlly, friends, pets. a
good school, and my life.

Jingle along
Several musical events during the
Christmas season allowed students to
display their musical skills.
The hand bell ensemble and the choir
blessed many listening in the church on
Dec. 4 as they performed a program of
Lessons and Carols, a musical celebration
of the Christmas and Advent season. The
program consisted of scripture reading.
antiphons and carols. Br. Dominic
Faciane, conductor of the hand bell
ensemble and choir, and De. Roy Goetz
organized the event.
A Christmas concert was held Dec. 11
with performances from the choir, jazz
band, piano and guitar students. This
show included secular and sacred
selections.

As per usual during rhe Advent season, tht' entiretJ' of 1he studem body gatherNI in the lobb,· of
the PAC IH'fore the weekly asstm,bf,, 10 pra,, and light the four candles on the Ad1·ent y.·reath.
LLtuling the pra,·er e11ch wuk was De. Ro.\' GMtZ and sdt!ct studt!nts. Senior Brax10n Uding
(/t!ft) led the rt!ading for thl! first \\"t!t!L

Bursting with Charity
The island of Haiti was beseiged with disaster from a destructive
eanhquake in 2010, and then in October, Hurricane Matthew continued the
devastation. Many in Haiti live without basic needs of food, wter, and
shelter.
To show suppon for those in need in Haiti, this Advent season students
raised over $3700 for the ''No Room at the lnn" project for Cross Catholic
Outreach. A collection box was placed in the Main Building for donations.
A fasting day was held and 135 students signed up and went without their
noon meal; for each of these, five dollars was given to the fund. Two dre
down days also contributed to the fund.
Another act of charity during the advent season was bell ringing activity
at the Clarksville Walman. Twelve students took shifts on a Saturday
afternoon during the Christmas holiday season to stand in front of the store
and collect money for the Salvation Army.
op for the

Fasting Day
Haitians?

WI don·1 l!lil much so I thought that signing up for
ll'hat I alrt!t1d_v do anywav \\"D.\" no big dt!lll.
H

Dal"id Espino:.a ./2
Hl'm ust!d to not l!ating a \\·hole lot so it rt!ally
\\·asn 't ll big dt!t1l for me.~

Josh Malilgon .9

Loe Vu (9), NsisisongArchibong ( /2), JacobBri.wo/(9). Woochan Ue (//), H" ·iloon Lee(//), tmd Yll.\"llY Wmllnabl! (f:
porticipated i11 Br. Dominic Ft1citme's hand bell ensemblt! l/1 the l..en·son and Caro/1 e\'enl.

Deck the Halls
A group of Christmas decorators
gathered on the Hill on Dec. 3 to fill the
halls and outside areas of the campus with
Christmas decorations. The group was led
by the Parent's Association and members
of the Student Council. Donuts and
hotdogs were offered to those who helped.

Re aI □ r Fa ke?

A light rain that morning dampened
spirits and efforts.
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~n~W. mothers. volunteers. and faculty served a
Ch .dtnner to the student body the night of the
of nstmas program. Dec. 11 . Dinner consisted
a salad, chicken cordon bleu, green beans.
mashed potatoes. rolls. and a brownie and ice
; ~ dessen. The dining room was filled with
th
e':e e decorations including nutcrackers on
lh ry table. To bring a more refined element to
rne evening, students wore their unifonnsfor a
ore fonnai dining experience.

Farmers
CooperaHve
s
Fe

f::f

>'~an (9). Augustinl! Nguy~n (9). Vincent U
Br~ Michael Tran (9), Kent Ngu,·en (9). Bra11dw1
Prep<~( 9J, and Justin Khieu ( /0) enjoy the food

red by the kitchen swjJ.

~79-93~-4207

JANUARY - Bring It Onl
Thomas Myl!.rs ( /OJ looks fora pass against an &1gfe defender in the first 11wtch-11fJ betll'een Pari.f
and S11bh1to in lmwary•. In 1he firJ·t mmch-11p, Subiaco won 50• 46 at Paris' court. U11er in Jammn•,
the rwo reams met again. Thfa rime Subi took a loss. 51-~.

A Day
of
Prayer
Calholic Schools Week bas
traditionally featured a pilgrimage. This
year was no different. On Friday. Jan. 27
Subiaco students and staff went to Ml.
Magazine for a day of prayer. Students
hiked wilh I.heir own class for a threemile walk with four spots designated
along the trail for momems of prayer and
silence.
"[This setting] was tranquil and
peaceful. just what you need for a spiritual
pilgrimage." said Axel Ntarnatungiro
(12).

To the Mountain
We Go

On Saturday. Jan. 14. Subiaco Lraveled to Paris for a makeup game on a
Saturday night. a game that had been canceled due to snow. lt was an eagerly
awaited game.

A characteristic of these young Trojans all year had been to come out fast and
sometimes struggle late. On this night, the script was different. ll was Paris who
dominated lhe early going, taldng a 17-9 lead after one period.
To make matters worse, James Taylor. Tyler Komp and Tom Myers all had
lhree fouls by intennission when the Trojans found lhemselves trailing 27-18.
Subiaco staned getting their feet under them in the lhird
period, outscoring Paris 11-5 to cut lhe lead to 32-29.
The Trojans tied the score at the four-minute mark and
finally pulled away at the end for a 50-- 46 win.
~

Plc1ying o.gail!sl people \'Ou know mClies you en;o_r the game more. When
yo11\•e been plt1)'i11g agc1insl these kids sim:efourth mu/fifth gmtle, \'OIi
know 1heira11i111de w11·cu,Js the gClme mu/ how they play. It 's also grea, to
gn 10 sec them agc,in and play againsl them.

Left Faculty set up

and sen c the meal of

~- ..;:,,.a-i~--=

~oo;~;!:~s.
the pavilion near lhe.
visi1or'sceotcr,

Tyler Komp ( I I )

Candy Counters

ALL CARE

PHARMACY

508 E. Walnut St.
Parts.AR

CatholicSr.hools Wet,!. has often fec1111m l jars
filled with candy or mher small goodies for the
JWtle111s to guess the munber of items in a jar.
This year's jllrs were filled with Juli_\· Rancher.f
(Int/ Swr Burst.
In t,rpic11f swdent fashion. one person
.rnbmfued a 1111111ber th,11 u·as e.mctly correct,
acconli11g to Mr. Roy Goetz. b11tft1ifed 10 write
his name on the e111ry.
Winning the jar of Suir 811rs1s ll"ll.'i ludan
w,mg. a senior (photo 10 right). His g11ess 11·,,s
210.

Al.fa ll"in11ing one of 1he jars of candy was
junior Ryan Moore g11el'Si11g 122.

Snow on

me Hill

In the eurfv morning hours of Jan. 6 caml!
a heat"\' sno"· 011 rhe hill. puttit1R s1ude11ts out of
class for tht! dm•. For local.s. it h,ul been almost
three ,·et1rs since it had sno" ed on the hill.

Senior Night

February Life

Basketball seniors Beau O'Neal and
Zach Franz celebrated their last season
playing as Trojans on Friday, Feb. 1 0.
Honored on that same night were Aaron
Hebert for tennis and Henry Vu, Yusay
Watanabe, Brayden Rainwater, and Max
Wheeler for cross country.
The senior night ceremonies, a longstanding tradition, recognize the hard
work and dedication exhibited by the
student athletes. Coaches traditionally
gift their senior players with a little
something to remember their season.
Aaron Hebert ( 12) appreciated the
ten nis ball signed by all the tennis
players that he received. "I liked Br.
Adrian [Strobel) as a ten nis coach, but
that made me think even better of him."

Juniors Given Time to Reflect
Juniors gather for prayer prior to startJng
their day of retreat on Feb. 8.

~
lmaga from The Boston Calandar

ith such a spectacular outcome of the
~Ost celebrated sporting event in America,
is Super Bowl will go down in history.

Brice Adams, Ryan Moore, Tom Johns,
and William Shows drag limbs to the
bonfire p1fe.

Who were you rooting for?

The Class of 2018 spent
Wednesday, Feb. 8 doing the Lord's
work in order to take a much-needed
break from the stresses of school life
and to grow closer as a class.
They cleaned up in South Park
and below the East Park. Andrew
Eveld said, 'We could Immediately
see the effects of our work during the
day and that made it very gratifying."
While they spent the day in
service, it was not all work. They
also had some down time. Chase
Hacker, due to a bet made between
himself and Andrew Goldtrap, earned
the name "Bird Man."

Juniors Ryland Estes, Ty Moran, Nick VanGaasbeek, Andrew Goldtrap, Andrew Eveld,
Tyler Komp, and Ben Ingle rake leaves out ol South Park to clean up the area

"The Patriots because Tom Brady Is a

Trump supporter:
• Jackson O'Neal (10)

"The Patriots because everyone was
going against them, so I was going
for them to make everyone mad:
- Trey Wright (12)

Marathon Men
On a bright and chilly Sunday, Feb.
12, three teams of Trojan runners
assembled in Fort Smith to participate
in the third annual Fort Smith
Marathon. Team 2 of Brayden
Rainwater, Yusay Watanabe, Timmy
Constantino, and Jake Bristol placed
fourth in relays. Team 3 of Henry Vu,
Greg Stinson, Jacob Friemel, and Asa
Kehoe placed 35th out of the 72 relay
teams . Daniel Haunert and George
Urlakis went as alternates.
Doughnuts, sandwiches, coffee,
and hot c hocolate were served before
the race, and fajitas were served
afterwards. Br. Raban Heyer, who
coac hed the teams, said that the
Trojans set records for the most
number of doughnuts consumed
before a race.

52»
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Sickness Runs
Rampant
As cold and flu season rolled around, many
students were affected. Absences abounded
early on in February, with as many as 25
students reporting sickness. A sudden spike
in flu cases caused administration to set up
a "quarantine facil ity" in the 3rd floor East
dormitory in the Main Building. Stud ents
suspected of having the flu were sent into
this area for a full 24 hours to wear out th eir
symptoms in order to keep as many healthy
students as poss ible unaffected.

Reported sicknesses in Feb 2017

Seahawks are my team, b ut
Falcons only because I
don't like the Patriots."
- Sam Keyton (10)

In the spirit of Valentine's Day, how do you meet girls?

What did you have7

zo

Flu

Sinus lnfecNon
9

Stomach Bug
Br□n-rms

KUTS by HUCK

10

Perts. AR.
14133 W. Walnut

8
"I ~o 10 a lot of away games

(a11raporled byNurN Bartw.Wilhalmasol Fab211

c nd I Just try to get ottalTipus any time t can."
• Dayne Daye (10)

"l don't."
- Song Yuan Chen (9)

"I try to talk to glrls at home
ballgames. Haven't had
much luck though.ft
- Dawson Wrig ht (10)

79-963-2~2 I

SUBI-TONES
hittin' them notes
A group of seven singm were selected in August
to be members of the select group called the Subi-

Toaes. This group has been in existence for nearly
15 years.
Br. Dominic Faciane as the director of vocal

music chose the members. The Subi-Tones compete
in competitions such as the Coral Pcrfonnancc
Assessment that is held in March. They also perfonn

for church services. concens such as the Christmas
Concen amd Parents Weekend events. and at

religious events.

Each spring 11·emu1er. the art instn1ctor hns inl'ite,I alumnus Don Berend ('57) to teach the studems
1he art of stained gftus. Berend Ol't!rsees Y1JSll_\' Wawnabe ( 12) tlS he shm·es dmrn bits of glass so
the pieces ctmfit logether bet1er.

Art-tastic Creations
Mr. Bill Wright bas been in the an teaching business for 45 years total,
20 of that spent as I.he Subiaco art teacher. Before he took the job at Subiaco,
be worked at Paris High School. After his long career of teaching, Mr. Wright
has decided to retire from his job. He says that he will still try to come up to
Subiaco a couple times a week to work on the graphics for signs, logos, and tshirts. He plans to remain involved in many of the art aspects al Subiaco and
will assist the school in projects as he is needed.
The art community has flourished under his supervision with classes such
as general an classes, graphic design classes. and advanced art classes. Mr.
Wright occasionally invites guests to teacher certain ans and crafts such as
stained glass and jewelry design.
SongHuan Chen (12) characterizes Mr. Wright as being "responsible and

What makes Mr. Bill Wright a

nice."

What was your Favorite Project?

Great Teacher?

Logan County

Bank

www.log11ncoun1Ub11nk.net
He's a great
teacher because

he has a great
personali1y and
he allows us 10
work at our own
pace on our

projecis.

He"sagreat
teacher because
he always stays
involved in all our
projecis.

Tyler Komp (11)
My favorite project was a
DOrtrait of Thomas Rhett I
did.

-BriceAdams (J I)

Ryan Kimberly (11)
My favorite project Is a song
we've been practicing for
Jazz Band called •Hey
Jude.•

SongYuan Chen (9)
My favorite project is
drawings of 30 shapes we
did. r hate drawing faces
though.

Assemble the Ensemble
The Jazz Ensemble this year was
lead by nine seniors. Most of these. like
Axel Ntamatungiro and Braxton Leding
and Carlson Ketcham, were given solo
roles during performances
Band director Roy Goetz said, "We
have real strong new members. too"
including Hwiloon Lee ( 11) and Max
Monon(!!).
The ensemble played at the Ho,
Springs Jazz Festival, the Mount
Magazine Lodge. the San Antonio Hard
Rock Cafe, and the St. Vincent de Paul
5 5»
Fall Festival, and others.

A member of lhe S1. Bet1edic1 parish, freshman Ethan Strobel knows his way around the
church. He has served since he was in 1he second grade for Sa1urday rig ii masses am/ is
glad 10 help out at 1he student masses also. But, he said, it would be nice if the ccmdles
cooperated. '7hey ne,•er light lhe firs/ time, .. said Strobel.

Daniel Heinrichs ( JO) recefres a blessing from Bishop Anthony Taylor. Sponsoring
Dtmiel was junior Apolo Cas1illo, who considered being Cl sponsor '"a true honor...
He W{lj' delighted '"to siippon / Daniel Jas he wk.es the next step in his fai1h ...

Following 1he LIGHT
Jan. 29 was the start of Catholic Schools Week in Arkansas, and
Subiaco Academy began the week on a fitting note: 33 students
(including some from the local area) received the sacrament of
confirmation with Bishop Ant.bony B. Taylor in St. Benedict Catholic
Church on that Sunday.
After more than two months of study and preparation, it was time to

'Wat

an assembly held Jan. 27. Fr. Richard
Pr0c S()Oke to the students about the
of u,_ess of becoming a permanent member
opPoe monastic community. lt was an
in u,_ nune time to speak to the students as
be ine next weeks many would witness or
lhe d Volvect in several important events in
lllern,~elopment of the spiritual lives of
corn. rs. ?f the monastic and school
ilrou rnunittes. Confirmation was just
the comer for nearly thirty students.
0
n eb. 2, a student who graduated from

"t

the Academy in 201 I, Zach Boyer. took his
first step into becoming a monk as be made
his simple profession.
Like Zach, many of the present students
have developed a strong connection to the
church at Subiaco Abbey and to members
of the order.
Deacon Roy Goetz encouraged all
students, young and old, to contribute to the
Masses, whether by lectoring or serving. by
ushering or simply being vocal during
prayers.

~ eligious
· ~ eflec1ions

choose a name and a sponsor. Mason Schluterman (9) chose his brother
Austin ('14) as his sponsor since they often had conversations about
people and events from the Bible.
Several older students were asked to be sponsors. One of these was
Joseph Percy-Allen, a junior. "When my younger brother asked me to be
his confirmation sponsor, l was ecstatic."

I got started participating In
My Interest In the
Catholic la[th grew
and I began to have
an appreciation for it.
I love lectoring.
Henry Vu (12)

the Cathollc church
because I was inspired by
my uncle that I should help
and be a servant of the
Lord.
Nslsong Archlbong (12)

I started helping in the
church because I was born
a cradle Catholic. My
favorite part of the Mass is
shaking hands with the other
people of the community as
we all come together.
nm Thomas (12)

acting up
New hires over the summer brought in Ms. Clare Nowak and a
revamping of the drama department. Drama was not offered as a course

during the 2015-2016 school year after the departure of the previous
With the new school year
came new opportunities for

teacher. The small Inaugural class of six students featured four juniors

(Andrew Eveld, Colt Flynn, Ty Moran and Greg Stinson) and two seniors
(Andy Davis and Max Wheeler). The first semester was spent learning about

the students to broaden their

acting techniques, improvisation, and monologing, all of which concluded

horizons. The 2016-2017

with a staged reading of Charles Dicken's "A Christmas Carol " on Dec. 17.

schedule saw new elective

The second semester covered an overview of costume , stage design,
lighting and more behind-the-scenes work .

classes added to the

schedule including drama and

''While both effective in their own right, Ms. Nowak has a different style.
She teaches a very hands-on course with no textbook, which is how I
believe drama should be taught," said Davis.

environmental science, and
the offering of two concurrent
college courses (composition

read all about it

and US History) In
conjunction with Arkansas
Tech University.
New classes were also
added to the English

The so called 11 boring" high school English classes were
9ive n some life. In the past, juniors took either American
literature or AP Language, and seniors took British literature
or AP Literature and Composition, but this year American
literatu re and British literatu re were offered as semester long
co urses with the option to take either a course in short

curriculum such as short
stories taught by Br. Raban
Heyer, contemporary novel

stories taught by Br. Raban Heyer, southern literature taught
by Mrs. Hermina Fox, or contemporary novel taught by Mrs.
Pat Stengel during the second semester.

taught by Mrs. Pat Stengel,
and southern literature taught

by Mrs. Hermina Fox.

One of the more popular choices was the short stories
Class taught by Br. Raban Heyer, who was in his first year as
a teache r at Subiaco.
"Short stories is a challen ging but interesting course. It's
a lot of wo rk, but it's more fun than doing two semesters of

the same," said Tim Thomas (12).

::::,..____
1- -=;:::===--=-""7--:::::::-:::;----==----:::;;:;=::::--;::::-;;::::-;;-:.::::-Subiaco added more validity to the
word "college" in the label as a college
prep school by offering classes through

Arkansas Tech University that would allow
students to earn three hours of college
credit in the courses taken . Students had

the opportunity to earn credit in US
History, taught by Mr. Jeff O'Neal and
Composition 1/ 11, taught by Mrs. Cheryl
Goetz.
"I don't think the concurrent classes

----

Maoyof die new ecologim had

lbeirllrll-..experience
cumna opea a Norway raa.

Tbeccology- _ , .
lbinlllUwbeleJuddWngbl
(12) kayabd OU110 die middlO
die pood wbele ho placod-

wilbdle .... while Olhcr5 Jw,

Davl5 Ellioa ( 12) were a little
appn:bcasave. 'Tm oot a big

rodeatpenon."saidEUiou.

- Tbe1ller colleclm
in Ofdm' IO ....... dlepowlbofblctala-

are necessarily harder. There is a lot more

writing, but if you can handle that, then it's
pretty easy," said Aaron Hebert (12 ) who
Is enrolled in both US history and
composition .

"The composition class is the real deal.
I talked to some of my friends at Tech and
we're doing the same things as they are,"

said Ryan Moore (11 ).
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was

hi• b"and with around 200 people and we played more
home country [China) I
classical music. Toe jazz band is quite smaller and the music Is more fun and relaxed.
I deflnltely like It•

-Haomlng Fan ( 11)

~

usic of Subi

Listen to the Rhythms
The second semester brought a change to assemblies with the addition of music
to play the students out at the end of assemblies. This decision was made by the
faculty's newly fonned assembly commiuee in order to showcase the ans
depanment and to close out the week on a good note for the student body. Toe first
musically enhanced assembly featured a performance of "Wayfairing Su-anger" by
Braxton Leding's vocals accompanied by lhe strings of the guitar class.
"I really enjoyed the perfomance," said Will Shows ( I I). "It is really impressive
to see some of the hidden talents that our classmates have."

WhiJe the new assembly format was welcomed with overwhelming praise, some
students did not wam to see the practice become oversaturated.
"I think having music at the assemblies is a great idea, but I don't think this is
something that should be done every week because it would take up too much time
and not be as appreciated," said Andrew Eveld ( I I).

The assembly showcase of la.lent is planned on being continued with
performances by the school musical groups, drama class, and sometimes outside
performances.
60»

Handbell Ensemble

ToJJ::. Br.Dominic Faci~e, Mark Popov ( 11 ), Henry Vu ( 12), Vincent Le ( 11 ),
Hw11oon Lee (11). Dante! Haunet1 (9)
(9) , Johnny Bui (9 ), Andrew Bui (8), Yusay
~o~~~~ut:~).~:~~~~o~;:~

n~

Clubs of Subiaco
What is the
Value of having
clubs at Subiaco
Academy?

l)ie

ta18_o

Javier

~11)

Iglehart (8)

Di at makes Quiz Bowl successlul?
Ou;go Calvillo- The high quality of
J.i\l'i;urrent members.
Dtin~~glehart- Our coaches Mr.
Schlut Goetz and Mr. Jared
ennan arc \·ery good.

Clubs help you socialize
and make new friends. It
helps bring people together
who probably wouldn't be
together otherwise.

aubs exist for those who love doing
something and want to do more of It.
People who llke doing the same thing
get to work together towards common
goals and the community benefits.

Ntamalungiro (12)
What ts the benefit of Blue Auaw?
Aaron Brooks- Having the
opportunity to represent Subiaco.
Ryland Estes- Showing potential
students what Subiaco is like and to
show them if they would like it or not.

Why did uou decide to Join gardening?

Whal is the purpose of Honor Court?

Jacob Friemel- l lhink it's fun and vou
get to ha\·e your own fresh food &Om
your backyard.
Braeden Hess- I like to see the
creations of God grow in my care.

~ngwoon lee-To shape our students
into fine young men and we , . ..ml all
of our students to ha\'l' intcgn1y
Axe] Ntamatungiro- To uphold our
Honor Code by making sure the
Subiaco community foll°"'S it

Honor Court
}«tlblln»t<ll~,.~LffOO).R\"Wlldf..MaOIJ ,~Lt,-: 12tA~t'l'\t.i1N1ww,oC121
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Dominating Force
The Subiaco Trojan tennis team finished the year with a
strong eight win streak, losing only the last two matches of the
season. The team of ten sent six players to district including
Robert Remy (11 ), Andrew Eveld (11 ), Andrew Goldtrap (11 ),
Aaron Hebert (12), Bryson Porter (11 ), and Anthony Lam (9).
Only two players from Subi placed in the tournament, the
doubles team of Eveld and Remy who came in second to the

Md'ri:~vorite tennis player Is Gael
sty18 _~ s because he can play with

•My favortie tennfs player is Roger
Federer because he has a beautiful
single-handed backhand.•

•My favorite tennis player is Serena
Williams because she Is so
muscular."

- Vincent Le (11)

- Anthony Lam (10)

- Ford Maurras (11)

FAVORITE

The doubles partners then continued on to the state
tournament held at Arkansas Tech University and Russellville
High School. Winning their first two matches, they eventuallY
lost to the second-place team, Monticello A. After this loss,
the Subi team played another team from Monticello to decid•
third place. The Trojans beat that team, securing the third

tennis
PLAYER

place position in state.

Pottsvillle Apaches' doubles team.

BLES or SINGLES?
I like singles better
because I can
only depend on
myself !or mistakes
and successes.
Andrew Goldtrap
( 11 )

th doubles
d singles because
they both have their
advantages. In
singles you get to
engage in the match
more and mO\le
around a lot and In
doubles It can be
more strategic
becauuse you have
to work with a
partner.

I like to play doubles
more because my
double's partner
Robert Remy (11)
to keep me
◄ helps
pumped up whlle we
play.
Andrew Eve Id ( 11)

Bryson Porter (11)

The concept Is sim//af
Anthony Lam (9), Ethan Yost (1 0), and players from Prairie Grove participa te in the pre-game ritual of spinning the racket to decide who serves.
wan L
the coin toss preceding football games. Whoever wins the spin gets to decide who serves first and the other team decides which side th ey

Robert Remy (11) and Andrew Ew,ld (11) {181 ready to play their first match of
the year against Mena. which they won With a tiebreaker 9--8. The doubles team
continued on to achieve third place in the state tournament.

u.

Tllem

Mena

7

Prairie Grove/Dardanelle
Greenwood "B"
Shiloh Christian
Prairie Grove
Mena/Pottsville
Dardanelle
Clarksville
Pottsville
Russellville "B"

8
8
6
8

0
0
7

7
7

Soul
of 1he Team

2
4
0

Logan County
Bank

6
3

2

4
6

www.logancountyb ank.net
57 E.51. HW\/ 197
P.O. Box IOI
Subiaco, AR
72855
q79.93q.q203

600 M1!1inStreet
P.O. Box 85

Screnton.AR
72853
Fox q79.939.7oaq

"'All ln' mean s that no matter the obstacles
we face, we'll fac e them together as a team,
giving it our all and not letting our team
down.•
Deacon Hard wlcke (12)

"My best memory of the season was coming up
with two TFL's and a fumble recovery In the
Brinkley game.•
• Chance O'Neal (11)

•1 tore my knee to pieces in the game against
Waldron, but looking back I can say that it was
totally worth 11. •
-Tim Thomas (12)

•'All In' means that we give 110% effort
11 0% of the time and never quit.•
Ryl and Estes (11 )

allABOUTstats

Schedule
Brinkley
Lamar
Panama(OK)
West Fork
Dover
Ozark
Dardanelle
Waldron
Pottsville
Booneville

21

0

31
42

0

49
28

13

42

0
0
0
0
0

42

7

4

470

74

King made a
seamless
transllfon from OB
to c omer, picking
off 4 passes.

Trinity Jr. High In Fort
Sm ith was well
represented with Ty
Moran, Peter Sayre, and
Dodge Mendenhall
combining lor 4 70 all
purpose yards.

Steven
Schluterman was
named to the allc onference team
after ra cking up
7 4 total tackles.

51

42
44
42

Ryan King . 12

Ty Moran . 11

Steven Schluterman 12

T
•By working hard
during two-a-days, I
was able to succeed
as a defensive
back.•

•u was an honor
making the allcon ference team. I
could not have done
It without the
guidance of my
coaches.•

•11 gives you a
great sense of
pride seeing the
Trinity pipeline so
successful on
and off the field.•

- Ryan King ( 12)
-Ty Moran (11)

- Steven
Schluterman (12}

he season started with a new offensive system, as the
Trojans transitioned from the wing-t to the spread. Along with
the new offense came a new quarterback better suited for the
playbook, senior Zach Franz who returned to the football field for
the first time since his freshman year.
The Trojans opened up the season on a 2 1/ 2 hour road trip
to northeast Arkansas for a matchup against 2A Brinkley. The
Trojans chipped away at a 24-7 halftime deficit before com ing up
just short 31-21 .
The next week the Trojans faced a tough home opener
against perennial local powerhouse Lamar, coming up on the
wrong side of a 42--0 route.
On the following Friday, Subiaco took the bus across state
line to face off against the Razorbacks (not those Razorbacks) of
Panama, Oklahoma. The Trojans were out-matched but the

T
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offense showed promise on a 63-yard screen pass from Frartto Peter Sayre, leading to a touchdown.
The bruisin' Benedictines opened up conference play the
next week at 4A-4 newcomer West Fork. A Subi defense
decimated by injuries was torched by West Fork QB GraharT'
Langston. Fans and players alike experienced disappointmeP
as the Trojan offense was stopped at the goal line by West
Fork's defense in the fourth quarter. The Trojan offense cam8
back to life with promising performances from sophomores
Gage Lee and Dodge Mendenhall and did score twice , givin9
the yelleaders some push-ups in an eventual loss to Dover.
The remain ing gauntlet of conference play was not kind to
the boys from the institute, as the injury-riddled team suffered
big losses against playoff-teams Ozark, Dardanelle, Pottsville,
and Boonevile, along with a losing road effort to the Bulldogs
of Waldron .

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
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at PARIS

P.O. Box 3 1
Paris, AR 72855

Right: Cory Schluterman (9) and
Connor Miller (9) attempt to tackle
Boonevi1le's bait carrier.

Far left: Michael Tran (9) throws into
mid-field during a practice before the
game with West Fork.

Far right Brandyn Brooks (9) and
Jackson (9) and Hayden Frederick
(9) win the coin toss against West
Fork.

Left: Jason Do (9) carries the ball down
the field thanks to a block in front of him,

TheYounger
Generation
COUNT 'em UP

The Frederick brothers, Hayden (9)
and Jackson (8), are the sons of Randy
Frederick ('87) who played for Subiaco
between 1984-1987. Having a father in
the stands who has played for the same
school lends itself to comparisons. The
brothers have heard a lot from their dad.
"[He says] there was a lot more
discipline, but for the most part I feel
like the coaches push you just as hard
as they did in the 80s," said Hayden.
Playing and working together must
have its benefits. 'We work better
together and we cooperate more than
usual," said Jackson.
A father gives the best advice and Mr.
Frederick's advice to his boys can be
applied to all who play and love the
sport: Keep up your grades, eat better
so you will grow, tackle with the correct
form, and try your best.

#44 Brandyn Brooks scored 270 rushing
yards.
#2 Hayden Frederick had a combined 164
total yards with rushing and passing plays.

# 72 Ethan Strobel on defense had 13
tackles.
# 30 Cory Schluterman had 100 returning
yards.

iVictories and Defeats

The season was a leamlng
experience and from what we've
leamed we have no other option
than to get better.
-Brandyn Brooks 144

As this Is the first year that I've played
football. I have learned the most
Important lesson Is teamwork,
because without It the team will
crumble and not succeed Into victory.
-Tin Le #76
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best personal

NUMBERS

Mercy Hospital
Paris
963-610 I
500 E. Academy

Adam Ack el • 56
3 tackles In one drive
Cory Schluterman #30
40 receiving yards
Joshua Koch t32
33 receiving yards
Jason Do #24 a 17-yard run

Injury Stories
The worst football Injury
of this year was
probably Jackson
Fredrick's back, which
he had a pinched nerve.
.Joshua Koch #32
When Connor Miller thpought
he broke his hand alter he got
hit.
-Mason Schluterman #58

George Cavanaugh '
Popped my thumb <f

Al~~~ :~e~~=a~o~~~~~:
my

an~

The most frustrating thing
about football this year
was when we almost got a
touchdown but got tackled
before we got It.
-Chris Chen # 57

Here's my take on
helm~i~~~h~t ~i?;~:~~
liquid to bulld ~
underneath my s

Ml~~~e~t~~~n~:::~
doggy

P'

THE SEASON
The most used play was
probably a read option
where one person sees
an opening and makes a
play.
-Connor Phillips # 18

3 words
Alec Highfield #7
Fun, exciting, loud
Tin Le # 76
Tiring, fun, cold
Adam Ac kel #56
Short. exhausting, fun
Xlao feng Ding #88
Good, loud, easy
Allen Wu #62
Exciting, scary, annoying

The run-out of the tunnel has been one of the
,,- pleasures of Friday nights for the young Trojans.

#STP
us

The varsity team's
success could not be
matched by the JV team.
which won only three
games. Joseph Percy
Allen ( 11) Is not throwing
In the towel though. He
said, •oon't lose hope. lf
you work hard, one day
you'll be out there on
varsity.•

them

Southside
Dardanelle
Van Buren
Clarksville
Providence
Cedarvllle
lakeside
Russellville
Sylvan Hills
Booneville

Ozark
Waldron
Paris
Mansfield
Cedarville
Charleston
Booneville
Paris
Ozark
Charleston
Waldron
Mansfield

District Tournament O Subiaco
45
53
Waldron
47
59
West Fork
54
27
Pottsville

~~~al Tourna~nt

Elvis is not the first Subiman to come from Curacao; in
fact, there have been nine before him "Back in the 90's the
Pinedo boys came from Cura9ao and started a long line of
students from that country," said head coach Tim Tencleve.
''We actually had the son of a prime minister in Niels Liberia
back in '99."
"My mom's friend, Shurelton Hanley, a 2002 graduate,
turned me onto this school," said Janga. Janga was one of
the key players for the Trojans, scoring the second most
points behind James Taylor (10).

Just north of Venezuela is a small island with about the
population of Little Rock, AR. which sophomore forward Elvis
Janga calls home, the island of Cura9ao.
As is true in many countries in the South Caribbean,
baseball and soccer are the main sports so one would not
expect Janga to be skilled at basketball. "Cura9ao is a former
territory of The Netherlands, so I got involved in basketball
through the Europeans and Dutch," he said.
Janga said, "Basketball in the states is more organized.
The players are more skilled and the competition is better. It's
a lot more challenging."

52-20

Pea Ridge
Pottsville

we 're going ,

-.\' ----- f'!t
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~ 60-51
@

Ozark

The Trojans came back fro m
break as the underdogs
against district foe, Ozark.
James Taylor's 21 points and
Elvis Janga's 15 propelled the
Trojans to a road upset against
the Hiltblll!es.

later In the week Devon
Forst hit 6 three-pointers
agai nst Waldron In a tuneup for the game against
Paris.

50-46
@

@

Paris

It was a matchup 12 years In the
making, Paris vs. Sub!, the rivalry
finally renewed. The gym was
electric as both student sections
and basketball teams squared off.
The Trojans came back fro m a 9point d eficit at halftime to finish off
the game with a 50-46 victory.

The boys from the Institute had a lovety
excursion to Scott County. "The game
was a cruise. They had one respectable
player , but they did not have the talent lO
1
hang In the garnet said sophomore polri
guard James Taylor.

49
61

45

48

State Tournament O Nashville
Cave City

vs Waldron

•

West Fork

48

Charleston

tt was the renewal of another rivalry, Subl
vs. Charleston. The Trojans were not
expected to win against the reigning 3A
runner..-up, even without their star player,
Brandon Fenner. It was a tough fought
battle, but the Trojans prevailed in an
Instant classic.

55-47
vs Booneville
The scrappy Bearcats came
Into Rust Gymnasium in an
effort to break the tie atop
the conference. EMs Janga
had 17 points to push the
Brulsln' Benedictines to a 7.
game win streak and the top
spot In the conference.

Hometown
Computer
25 N. Elm
Paris, AR 72855

479-963-1530

I Remember ...
I~~ When we were losing going toward the end ol the game but
for~ we tried and tried and tned and kept playing hard and we
9

Dolr,t

"The thing I like about
Coach [Greg] Timmerman
Is that he always pushes us
to do our best and he's
such a joker. Even in bad
times, he tells a Joke to
make us laugh. The players
are always high-spirited
even when we're down In a
game.·
- Jeremiah Taylor (9)

d an overtime! We ended up winning that game al home."
- Nathan Nguyen (8)

~~~~I~:~~: ~~::!'.'■e at home and came back from a 12
- Matthew Kremers (8)

when Ethan Strobel got an Intentional foul durmg the
Dardanelle game Dardanelle was on a last break and
before they could get to the basket. Strobel pushed the
guy and he fell. The player hit the floor hard. ■
- Clay Huber (8)

"When (Ethan] Spillers air-balled a layup behind the
backboard because his knee locked up. And when Spillers
spiked the ball to Zach {Plugge) In the Dardanelle game."
- Cory Schluterman (9)

Ethan Strobel (1t33) rebounds against a
Cedarville post player.

Nick Tayn (t 12) fakes out two
Cedarvttle guards with a low pass on
the game ln early December.

Spillers, Clay Huber, and Ethan Strobel during
Cedarv/1/e where they came back from a 12-poi

w Kremers, Cory Schluterman,
a timeout Huber blocked a sho
team regroups at the half again

m
Jonathan Robinson (9)

Go Trojans!!!

Clint Crow (9)

I've Learned .. .

•My favorite player Is Mike Trout because
he's an animal.•
-Luke Hertlein (10)

Celeb Phllllps ( 12) expresses his senior
leadershlp to Kit Turner (10) as they practice In
•
the oulf!eld.
Mason Schluterman {left) has played
baseball since T-ball in many
posilJons: pitcher, catcher. third and
outfielder. He hopes to play thfrd
base for the Troj ans, a position that
requires a strong arm for a straight
throw to first.

SWINGI

Connor Phillips (9) has ~ baseball for
S third base,
ten years in positions s~
catcher, and outfield.
Something I really need lo
work on Is batting.•
• Connor Phlllips (9)

Bats are one of the most
recognizable pieces of
equipment for baseball. The
team uses both wooden and
aluminum bats, but the
wooden ones are used only in
practice. Wooden bats have a
very small "sweet spot8 which
requires the batter to be more
accurate in making contact
with the ball.
Zach Franz, Aaron Brooks,
and Bryce Tencleve use their
own bats. Zach has three
aluminum bats, each costing at
least $300. Aaron owns two
wooden practice bats so he
uses Zach's bats in games.
Bryce owns a $400 Combat
Zach said, "I only let close
friends use my bats because I
don't want them to get worn
down and run out of pop."
"Pop" is the amount of
power that a bat has left in il
Most bats have three years
until they run out of pop.
Of course batting doesn't
rely solely on a good bat; a
player must also use correct
technique. Bryce explained:
"You can't just pick up a bat. It
lakes years to develop the
hand-eye coordination."
Some batting tips are to
keep the bat close to the body,
which is where the power
comes from, and lo push the
hips forward , which gives more
bat speed .
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Nsisong Archibong
Posttlon - Striker
Years Played - 3
Parting Word - Sprite is
life. Play hard and never
give up.

Sukhoon Ryu

David Espinoza

Aaron Hebert

Position - Center Back
Years Played - 3
Parting Words - This
banana tastes good.

Position - Defender
Years Played - 2
Parting words - Do not
try to be the star, you're a
part of a team.

Position - Defender
Years Played - 2
Parting Words - Use your
wrist.

Tailai Wang

Beau O'Neal

Position - Defender
Years Played - 2
Parting Words - Never
give up and always do
your best.

Position - Midfielder
Years Played - 2
Parting Words - Ball ls
life.

Brayden Rainwater
Position - Right Wing
Years Played - 3
Parting Words - life Is
like scoring a goal: it Is
possible to accomplish it
alone but It Is much easier
to do it with a team.

Yusay Watanabe

John Paul Post

Position - Attacking mid
!elder
Years Played - 3
Parting Words - Trust your
teammates.

Position - Goalkeeper
Years Played - 3
Parting Words - Learn
lrom your mistakes and
move on. There will
atways be another goal to
save.

coaching styles
Coach O'Neal has a military
leadership that helps the team
stay unffed. However Coach
Dunham cared about each

!:::':":"'.::.'-.JI~"""..

p~~ij~n Lee (1 1)

Coach O'Neal Is reasonable
and focuses on conditioning.
Javier Iglehart (8)

Ty Moran has played three years at
Sub/ with three successful years.
He said it will be sad to see the
seniors gone this year for it means
that 11 seniors will graduate and
leave the team after the 2017
season. The team will have to train
harder In order to fill the newly
emptied shoes.

Spring training for the soccer team also Included field preparation. On this day in
January, It was a day of work for the soccer players. Alter beinp assigned lockers and
jerseys, then it was out to the field to move the r,oals onto the field and attach the nets.
Mr. Jeff O'Neal, who was the assistent coach last year, took on the role of head coach
this year.

Leadership
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Yusay Watanabe (12) is one of
the two team captains. •1
became the team captain this
year so I try to lead the team at
every practice. Now I realize
how hard It Is to be a team
captain," said Yusay.

◄

Communlce~on
A key aspect to running a good play or r,ood defense
Is communication. Without good communication with
the players, things can get a little confusing and
frustrating. Some times the players use Korean words.
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Running mates stretch and get mentally
prepared lor a run. Jacob Frlemel (9)
mentloned the importance o f relralnlng from
sodas and vegetables on run days and staying
hydrated.

Ethan Spillers (8) and Ty Ford (9) run In the
Nov. 1 district meet at Arkansas Tech
University In Russellville.

r, a an
Lien a an
Nguyen. Back Row: Pau
Constantino, Jacob Bristol

•Preparallon for a race
Is more mental than
anything else. Being
negative about a race
only makes II seem like
you did horrible.•

Back: Br. Raban Heyer, Brayden Rainwater (12), Henry Vu (12),
David Bolt (12), Aaron Breshears (8), Daniel Haunert (9),
George Urlakis (7).
Front Javier Iglehart (8), Vinny Nguyen (10), Riggs Hester (12),
Yusay Watanabe (12), Allen Tayn ( 10), Elvis Janga (1 0 ), Thomas
Myers (10).

- Oan lel Haunert (9)

"The team is part o f us
and we are part o f the
team. We just have to try
our hardest.•

..

Jacob Frfemel (9) appreciates his
coaches Flrst.. he feels they are both
easy to talk to. He also recognizes
that as coaches they do need to push
him and the other runners to work hard
fl!lery day. He said they were the "best
coaches you could ever want•

p;:,n

Cravens
Abstract & Title
Company
Charles E. Cravens
24 E. Main
Paris Arkansas

1479-963-6444

s
Subiaco brought home the
District 4A runner-iJp team trophy
from the Nov. 1 cross country
competition at Russellvllle. Vusay
Watanabe placed first, Tlmmy
Constantino fifth, and Brayden
Rainwater stxth.
At the 4A state cross country
competition on Nov. 12 at Hot
Springs, Subiaco placed eighth out
ol 26 teams. Vusay was 28th out of
155 runners, Brayden 31st, and

Timmy 42nd
Five Trojan cross country
runners were Invited to run In
Magazine's All Star meet on
Saturday, Nov 19 Four ol the
athletes competed. each .setting
personal records. The team was led
by seniors Watanabe and Rainwater
who ran limes of 17:25 and 17:45
respeclively, making a great end to
the season.

t Are Those?

I\,l-i0es are the most lmportanl piece of a

11 0
bi ~ r'a gear, and some say they have a

air! ITIPact on

how the runner feels

11
'aid ~ or after a race Henry Vu (12)

Cl., • Flat shoes or shoes that areni
a ~kined will make your !eel sore after
11
• ao You definrtely doni want to run
lfl
Your dress shoes.•

•Guys shoes work for
most guys, but I find
that women's shoes flt
my feet better. Plus
they are more eo1or1u1.•
• Bray den Rainwater
(12)

, hke my track
spikes because they
don't al•p on the
track and they're
super llghl so I can
run lester They also
make me aeem
taller
• Yuaay Watanabe
(12)
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I got St:ancd hunting was
brothers would go out and
· out with !hem
that I rca1ly enjoyed it.
v .
~ bro~:.pan is spending time with

I got started camping when I got asked to go one day. I had never been
so I decided to go and experience IL I have loved it ever since. I hate
the long hikes at night to get to a campslle, but my favorite part is
getting away from school and the busy everyday life. Most of the time I
Adam Ackel (8 )
go fishing or hunting as well as just hiking.

One day I decided 10 go and ~ fishing

and as soon as I go1my first b1teon the
line I was hooked. F.vcn now I still love

out and fish.
Kit Turnt!r ( 10)

10 go

ornas Myers (10)

I get st:aned fistung when m)' dad took me
and my brother on fishing 1nps on the Gulf

~~!i~~7~~~~~':L
we ca1ch anything or not.
Nathan &urgeois: (11}

Camping has become a recreational activity. Ethan Yost (10) Is an avid
camper. •1 started camping when I was around 6 years old. It was
something to get out ol the house and to explore the woods. My favorite
place to camp ts in the woods and my least favorite thing about camping Is
packing away all the equipment.•

In the world of computers and internet there Is a whole new genre of sports called e-,sports
(electronic sports). One of the biggest and most popular games In the world of e-,sports Is League
of Legends. This massive game has 67 million players per month including Subi students from all

Riding horses is a way or life. says senior day s1udent Judd
WrighL For lhc last five years. when noi in school or huntin!ill
Judd likes to spend his time horseback.
He has tried rodeoing, first as a bronc rider but more recCII
he has been practicing and !raining himself and a horse for I~
.
roping. He hopes to begin competing this year.
11
But being horse back is not all about the rodeo scene. He
aJso working some weekends on horseback when area cattl~
cal,
30d ranchers need to get cattle up bu1 can't do i1 by simply
them up into a lot. He Md a rricnd get on horseback and tteadcitf
the brush and undergrowlh 10 find. rope Md bring back "the h
bovines.~ On one outing. !hey managed 10 bring in rather _easi ~
30 head. but there were six in heavy brush that needed a b1I 111-'
coaxing. The whole adventure look th.rec days.
The cowboy lires1yle is not easy or wilhoul danger. LaSt
November. Judd tore his ACL while breaking in a young h¢"
"We're crazy. Judd said in defense of this lifesyle.
M

0 ne or

grew quickly and out of reronstrvcting the or,ofnaJ
teenager's favorite pastimes Is skateboarding, a popular sport which originated in Hawaii by surfers. This sport
"iltebo
smoother, and longer Skateboard nding experience.
aJ'dfng, longboarding was born. It Is used as a means of transportation around campuses as well as a laster,
because it was something to do and I love the thrill of goinQ +30 MPH down a hill, •saJd
0 e longboard/ng community has grow exponentially. •1 QOt started lonQboarding
ai,l'le Oaye ( 10).

$1.
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grades.

Gff i

During the weekends..•
I usually play video
games and relax.
Cellum Bruton (12)

During th•
weekends ... I
usually Sleep
Gavin Cheng (12)

During the WHkends...
I usually go back home
David Heinrichs (10)

Thomas M. Spivey, □.D.S. PA

AQ

Cio Trojans! !!

During the
, weekends... I
usually Just
sleep, play vfdeo
games, and go
to the Outpost
Zlmlng Liu (10)

Duri ng the
WHkencta.•. I
usually w orkout and
play basketball
Justin Khelu (10)

During the weekends ...
J usually play video
games and basketbaJI
John Capps (11)

During the weekend, ... I
usually game and sleep
Dawson Wrfght { 10)

During the weekends... l
usually Just chlll and sleep
Hector Sombredero {10)

~~~i~:

We remember the day that you were born,
And now look at you. all big and grown.
Willful and determined, you've marched lo your own beat,
True to your convictions in victory and defeat.
You are the llghl of a new day, shine for all to see
Carry your knowledge from this day forward, blaze a frail for history.
No matter where life leads you. no matter what you do
Remember God and your family will always be here for you.

S{e:~ $~~~~:~~Ch1!n':1g: ~I~

1
1
0
~~~~~~hJ;~~~~~::!i!re~
Caleb Phillips, Evan Redmond. Chose Hacker. Deacon Hardwicke, Tom Johns,
Jnckson O' Neal. Haeven Patterson Row 2: Coach Ken Stovall, Coach Joe Devine.
Ben Ingle. Thomas Bourgeois. Luke Morton. Tim Thomas, Gage Lee. David Bolt.
Ethan Miller, Ryan King. Kit Turner, Max Morton. Coach Mike Berry. Coach
Patrick Richey Row 3: Luke Hertlein. Nick Vangaasbeek. Ryland Estes. Peter Sayre.
Wyatt Soprano, Ty Moran

Congratulations Aaron!
Love Always.
Mom. Dad. Grandma and Grandpa Wolf

Sr. High Bas kelball

Row I : Thomas Myers. Devon Forst.James Taylor. Elvis
Janga. Zach Franz. Tyler Komp. Beau O'Neal, Joseph Percy-Allen, Junior Adjei.
Bryce Tencleve. Allen Tayn, John Paul Post Row 2: Greg Stinson. Justin Khieu,
James Bao. Martin Gbemudu. John Capps. Dillon Ramsey. Steven Wang. Timolhy
Constantino Row 3: Ethan Martinez. Paul Seiter

Soccer Row I : John Paul Post. Roy Zhang. Andrew Goldtrap, David Espinoza.
Brayden Rainwa1cr. Attron Hebert. Lucian Wang. Byoungjin Min. Beau O'Neal.
Sukhoon Ryu. Won Young Choe. Mark Popov. Jonathan Robinson. Coach Jeff
O'Neal Row 2: Jacob Kay. Juan Felipe Martinez. Jeremiah Taylor. Joshua Malagon.
Yusay Watanabe. Nsisong Archibong. Hwijoon Lee, Tyler Moran

Baseball Row I: Coach Joseph Devine. Ethan Stro~I. Luke Morton. Hae,•en
Patterson. Zach Franz. Caleb Phillips. Attron Brooks. Bryce Tencleve. Dayne 0:1,ye,
Coach Steven Licnhart Row 2: Kit Turner. Connor PhiUlips, Ty Ford, Mason
Schluterman, Peter Sayre. Ryan King. Luke Henlein, Luke Morton

Davis Elliott

Do not depend on your own
understanding.

Davis P.,
It is not where you have been that matters .. . .
It is where you are going . .. .
And we believe you will go far.
Much love,
Mom, Dad and Maggie

SUBIAC
Cl\DEM
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Trust in the Lord with all your
heart;

Seek His will in all you do, and he
will show you which path to take.

Max Wheeler

You are a blessing,
a gift from God,
a treasure that is carried In our hearts
and valued by us always.
We are proud of the expression
and reflection that you are of our family.
We honor you for your character
and commitment,
and respect you for your choices.
We admire your courage and kindness
and know that your life will continue
to make a positive impact
on the lives of others.

WOW! It is hard to believe that you are a Senior. It seems like
yesterday you were playing farm with your trucks and tractors
and baling hay. You have become a nice young man who is
quiet, caring and responsible. Set your goals high, look
straight ahead and go for it. Remember to stay strong in what
you bleieve and keep God first and everything else will fall into
place. We are proud of you and wlll always be here for you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Heather and Cory

Beau □ ' Neal
We love you so much and are extremely proud of the
young man you have become. We can't wait to see
what God has planned for your future and look
forward to helping you achieve your goals.
Love,
Mom and Dad

"I know the plans I have
for you, n declares the Lord.
"Plans to prosper you
and not to harm you,
plans to give you hope
and a future. n
Jeremiah 29:11
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Brayden Rainwater
Brayden, from the day you were born you
were our gift from God. It has been a
pleasure to watch you grow up from a
baby into the wonderful young man you
are today. You are the best big brother
and son a family could have.
We are Proud of You!!

We Love You,
Dad, Mom,
Brooke, Luke, & Lainey

A Prayer For My Son
Dear Lord. }OUT gifts are many.

~ai; ~~~c:re:i~;i7ts~ \-e gn en
ls the gift of my dear son

Thank you for his life. dear Lord.
Watch O\CT him etteh day.

~ai~~ ~~~f~ ~ mhann
Bless him through life's trials.

Help him choose right from wrong.
An example may he be for all to i.ec.
Standing tall and proud and strong.

From the firsl day of kindergarten to your graduation ... you
have made us proud every single step of the way. We cannot
begin 10 tell you how proud we are of all your
accomplishmems. Although we will miss our little boy.
knowing you have what ii takes to survive this life makes our
heart very happy. Whenever you find yourself doubting how
far you can go. just remember how far you have come.
Remember everylhing you have faced. aJJ the battles you have
won. and all the fears you have overcome. We look forward

to new adventures ....
Love you Always.
Dad. Mom, and Tyler

Judd and Trey Wright

CARLSON KETCHAM

Judd & Trey,

You two have been such a joy and blessing to us.
We know whatever you decide LO do in the future you will
be successful. We are very proud of you both. Keep your
sen:;e of humor. work hard and do not let anyone ever
break your spirit You both have grown to be fine young
men. We are proud to be your parents.
We love you lots,
Mom and Dad

We are so proud of you and
all of your accomplishments!!
We love you . Mom. Dad .
Astrid and Jameson

~

Caleb Phillips
:rorn your first year at Subiaco to your last.

'Wu have grown into an amazi ng young man.

S e cou ldn't be more proud of you.
a lay true to yourself
nd You'll never go wrong.

We love you.
M om, Dad, and Connor

"\'OU lllOUIII aJWa}'I talie Ille Dell ttom Ille pall,

leave tile wont llatR lltere
anll go 1omar11 tnto tile ruture."-Boll D}'lan
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Ryan King
Iii Felicidades!!!
Ryno,
May God help you achieve
all your goals. We are so
proud of all your
accomplishments. We love
you very much.

It has been a time of great hardship, sacrifice and courage.
We have seen you become a man capable of overcoming any challenge.
We are grateful to God for everything,
and we ask that we will be able to accompany you
on your new Journey through college .
Our support and our blessings are with you every step of the way!!!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie,
Hasten, and Sadie

Deacon Hardwicke
As one journey ends another begins. The

lessons learned and memories and life-long
friendships made at Subiaco are ma ny of the
great experiences you will have in your life
forever. Now is the time to lake all you ' ve
absorbed and travel successfully forward, while
always remembering to be humble and kind as
you go,
Subiaco is an amazing place, and we are so
glad that you were able to be a part of it. You
are an amazing young man. We are so proud
of you for embracing all that you could at
Subiaco and letting it shape the kind of young
man that you are. We are proud of you
because you are a Subi Man!

Congratulations!
We are so blessed to have you in our lives
and so proud of the young man you have
become. Always keep God first and don't just
dream your dreams: go after them.

Love,
Mom, Daniel and Ryleigh

Zach Franz
Watching you grow from a
little boy with his feet on the
ground, to a young man with
his head in the clouds has
been a privilge for us these
last 18 years. We are so
proud of you and look
forward to your next
adventure in life!
We love you!
Mom, Dad,
McKenzie, Chandler,
Garner, Nanga,
Grandaddy,

Brayden Rainwater
illA1W'S i~ 11wr HEA'P
'!011 ha.Ve rEET i~ 1011r SHOES.

'!011 ha.ve

ST££1l 1011rseH'a¥{
1'11lECT10t/ CHOOSE.

We win always remember your first steps
and every step you've taken to accomplish
your goals
and become the wonderful person you are today.
You've made us all so proud
We are very confident that you will achieve
even more successes In life.
Continue to keep God with you
as you step ahead towards your dreams.

'!011 Cail

Mom. Dad, Me-Mom, Granddad and Granny

fOII

~l>r. Seuss

Mawmaw, Pawpaw
and the rest of your
family!

Brayden,
Thank you for
allowing us to
be part of the

ride .
We Love Youl
Janet
Schluterman
and
Stephen
Elsken

Seven years ago you Minecrafted into our lives
and fo.iu' years ago you joined our home.
Each day yoll'i,tlng blessings as a son and brother.
As you continue your journey with Christ, rememb6"r,
your Mure is Brighter than the Sun.
Love - Your Family

~i·s~~~~ou~· family is proud of you would_ be an understat~ment o.ur family's first_Subi man!
y ars ago Father David asked us tt we would consider sending you to Subiaco
Af
Ac:~e:y. He s~id he saw you as an old soul in a _young man's body and he wanted you to
.
have the best opportunity to succeed that was available.
So with his urging and blessings, you were s1g~ed up to attend Subac10 Academy._ .
Wh t F ther David saw In you is what your family always knew_was there: your _ability to
impact people's lives,
a a
your quick wit sharpened by
three older brothers, your
Intellect. your musical talents
and everything else that makes
you a fine young gentleman.
We all pray for your success.
We all love you.
Mom, Dad and the boys
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Many thanks go to the technology
department for keeping the computers

and inernet running smoothly, for without
computers the yearbooks would have to be
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